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NEWSLETTER
MAY 2018
Shinfield success in the sun
Reading Roadrunners pulled out all the stops to ensure good weather for the Shinfield 10K and Junior races on
Bank Holiday Monday. Rob Corney won the race continuing a great 2018 run of wins and smashing of long standing
club records ,while GB International Carrie Hoskins was third lady overall taking the FV50 prize. No you weren’t
hallucinating in the heat, there really was a red lobster at 9km.
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2018 “Pub Run” Dates
The pub runs are a friendly relaxed run open up to all members & friends.
The idea is simple. We turn up to a pub, order our food and then we run between 5-6 miles usually
across trail. All abilities are catered for and no-one is left behind.
After the run we relax with a drink and a bite to eat.
Members are encouraged to give this a go as a great chance to catch up with fellow members in a
relaxed atmosphere.
If you wish to order food please arrive between 18:30-18:45.
Run will start promptly at 19:00
Date

Pub

Website/Address

Organiser

31st May 2018 The Bull, Theale

http://www.thebullattheale.co.uk

Tina Woffington

7th June 2018 Butchers Arms, Sonning
Common

http://
www.thebutchersarmspub.co.uk

Pete & Ric

http://www.rainbowinnhenley.co.uk/

Gill and Dave Gillard

Knowl Hill Common, Knowl Hill,
Reading RG10 9YE

Mel Silvey

https://www.baronspubs.com/
blackboy

Ian Giggs

http://www.thelandsend.co.uk/

Nigel Hoult & Jim Kiddie

http://
www.threehorseshoeshenley.com/

Julie Rainbow

21st June 2018 The Rainbow, Henley
5th July 2018 The Royal Oak, Knowl Hill
19th July 2018 The Black Boy, Shinfield
2nd August 2018 The Lands End
Pub,Twyford,
16th August 2018 Three Horseshoes, Henley
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Chairman Chat
Carl Woffington
Our own Shinfield 10k and children’s races took place on Bank Holiday Monday 7th May.
A successful day thanks to Colin, Tom, Fergal and all volunteers. Quite a warm day and a
full 10k race, well, about on the entry limit of competitors. The children’s races were also
well attended.
The RR Club Championship races continue. The Hurstbourne 5 mile took place on 28th
April. It was the first time we have included this race in the Champs. It had a very
pleasant village race feel. It was hilly and muddy but most RR’s I have spoken to would
like to do it again. We also had the Marlow 5 on 13th May. This is an old favourite and
popular with RR’s. The Champs races continue with Hook 10 on 20th May, Kintbury 5 on
rd
3 Jun and Dorney 10k on 9th June.
We got off to a flying start in match 1 of the Vets League. Match 2 is taking place as I type this, 14th May. Match 3
follows on 4th June.
We have had two social events – Spring Do and XC Champs Trophy presentation on 28th April and Footgolf on 11th
May. The Spring Do included Ethiopian food that we had not tried at our functions before. The disco filled the floor
with dancing afterwards. Many of the trophies were presented. Those that couldn’t make it for the Spring Do were
presented at the last two Wednesday evening track nights. There are still some trophies left and these will be left at
the track for collection. Please look to see if you have trophies to collect for the 2017 RR Champs, 2017 RR
Marathon Champs and the 2017/18 RR XC Champs.
We have two track nights coming up as I type this. EA Club Run 3 Coaching Session on 16th May and our Friday
Timed Track night on 18th May. Both of these will have taken place by the time you read this.
The London 10k takes place on Bank Holiday Monday 30th May. This incorporates the British Road 10k Champs. We
have entered men’s and women’s teams and wish them well. We are also supplying a marshal team for the race.
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Editor’s notes
Peter Reilly
This month’s newsletter is packed once again with race reports and personal tales
from racing as a Reading Roadrunner. It is heavy on marathon tales (’tis the season
after all) however each story stands alone in describing the challenge that is a
marathon. Brian Grieves relates his Boston marathon experience including time
in the medical tent and Katherine Sargeant shares her thoughts on her
completion of the World Marathon Majors races. Dan Brock reports on the
Copenhagen marathon, Cathrin Westerwelle chats to Phil Reay about the
Dusseldorf marathon while Paul Monaghan describes the Rhodes marathon.
Fiona Ross reports on a recent Veterans Track and Field series event, Peter Higgs
reveals all about his naturist foundation race in aid of the club Charity and Helen
Pool talks about tractors. Stuart Kinton shows true grit in setting and meeting
exacting endurance targets as part of his recovery from a serious accident. We also
have a selection of race reports and results from David Dibben, a new Bits and Bobs
section plus the regular reports from Carl, Kerry, Phil and Sam.
Photo credits go to: Chris Drew, Sev Konieczny, Kerry Eastwood, Roger Pritchard, Matt Fowler, Peter Reilly, Peter
Cook, Dan Brock, Colin Pool, Simon Denton, Tina Woffington, Fiona Ross, Stuart Kinton, Katherine Sergeant, Brian
Grieves, Suze Eyles, Matt Fowler, Ian McGuiness.

An apology
Reading Roadrunners draws members with many different interests and backgrounds but with at least one thing in
common, running. I saw this inclusive community as a key strength of the club when I joined some years ago. As the
recently installed Newsletter Editor I am therefore ashamed to say that last month’s newsletter included a comment
in one of the articles that was variously described by members as stupid, scurrilous, homophobic, shocking and
having no place in the newsletter. I fully agree with those reactions. I had in fact advised the writer of the article in
question that the offending sentence would be deleted from the published newsletter. Unfortunately in the
scramble to pull the newsletter together I omitted to check that I had actually edited that sentence out. The online
copy has since been edited however the hard copy had been printed and distributed before my error was flagged
up by a member. Please accept my apologies for any offence caused.

Binfield 10K
Among a plethora of competing races on the same day, a small but
perfectly formed contingent of Roadrunners participated as runners and
pacers in the 3rd Binfield 10K. From my perspective it was one of the best
organised 10K races I have run. The atmosphere in the start/finish area was
warm and friendly and felt more like a village fete rather than a race. The
warm sunshine obviously helped. The organisation was superb with
excellent signage and marshalling including traffic management specialists
to facilitate runners crossing a busy road. I would highly recommend this
race if you haven’t run it before.

Prospect parkrun
West Reading has finally got its own parkrun. After a long gestation period Prospect parkrun (in Prospect Park)
launched on 5 May and is already drawing in new runners. Congratulations to all involved.
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Ladies’ Captain’s Report
Sam Whalley
So spring has properly sprung, the road shoes are back on, and the race entry confirmations are
arriving in the inbox at an alarming rate (that might just be me).
You have run 10k races in Henley, a baking hot Rhodes, and on Bournemouth Beach - sounds tough,
Holly Turner! Jane Copland was first lady at the Treehouse 10k in Cholsey, with a superb time of
41.34. Helen Pool has continued her excellent form, and was second lady at Kirkbymoorside, and first
FV40 at Danesfield. Carrie Hoskins donned an England vest to run amongst the elites at the Great
Birmingham Run.
Our own club race, in Shinfield, attracted a huge number of you, possibly with it being a couple of weeks after some
big marathons, and therefore coming with PB potential. The glorious weather (for us marshals, at least) largely put a
stop to that, although, amazingly, PBs were achieved by Gemma Buley (41.33) and Moira Allen (52.26) - well done!
Congratulations to Sian Dellar for managing to finish in 1:00.00 exactly, and to Lauren Prior, for dipping in under
the hour. Carrie Hoskins was third lady, and the ladies’ team of Carrie, Gemma, Katherine Sargeant and Jane
Copland scooped the team prize. Excellent work, ladies!
The Rhodes, Milton Keynes, rescheduled Fleet, and Bracknell Half Marathons
were all well attended, and while the two former of these were subject to
extreme temperatures not conducive to PBs, Hannah Oatley and Sarah Bate
were successful at Bracknell, with 1:52.25 and 1:52.37, respectively. Holly
Towers must have been delighted to sneak in under two hours, and Gill Manton
had an absolute ball, running with a couple of mates, and knowing just about
every spectator and marshal along the course.
Loads of you have been severely bitten by the marathon bug, choosing
Düsseldorf, Rhodes, the Loire, Milton Keynes, Gutenberg, Shakespeare (Stratfordupon-Avon) and Copenhagen at which to get your fix. There was a big PB for
Cathrin Westerwelle, running in her home town of Düsseldorf, and Juliet
Fenwick in the Loire. There were also PBs for Amandine Joubert and Beth Rudd
in Copenhagen, the latter only having run London a few weeks before - good going! I have yet to run a race of any
description overseas, but if you are interested in doing so, check out the new Runners on the Road section of the
website.
It seems that a marathon isn’t far enough for some of you. Sian James has continued her training for the Comrades
Marathon with a win at the Isle of Wight 52k Challenge - wow! A reliable source tells me that this year’s Comrades
will be extended from 89k to over 91k, due to roadworks in Durban; let’s hope that extra couple of kilometres
doesn’t feel too bad!
Surely nothing can have felt as bad as the Thames Path 100, which also took place on that very hot weekend we had
(you know the one). The 100 in this case was miles, not kilometres, and I am hugely impressed by Noora Eresmaa
and Christina Calderon, who both completed this massive distance, with its 1900 feet of climbing, within the 28
hour cut off - wowsers, well done! Personally, I would want to steer clear of any race that comes with a survival kit list,
but huge kudos to those who take this kind of thing in their stride.
The club championship competition is well underway, and we have had two of the three fivemilers in the past month, with the third, and final, race to come at Kintbury, on 3rd June. There
have been comprehensive race reports on the Hurstbourne and Marlow races, thanks to David
Dibben, so suffice it for me to say that Hurstbourne was an absolute joy for those of us who love
XC. Apparently usually a ‘nice trail run’, the preceding wet weather had ensured a veritable mud
fest, with a couple of huge hills, a treacherous downhill, complete with tree roots and low
branches, and a cambered ploughed field thrown in for good measure. General secretary Bob,
who chooses the races, apologised for his choice, but there was really no need - it was great!
Picking up 50 points for their age categories in the champs were Gemma Buley, Sarah Alsford,
Sarah Bate, Tina Woffington, Heather Bowley, Cecilia Csemiczky, and myself. There were
also PBs for Marie-Louise Kertzman, Sarah Bate and Maria Norville, but I can only assume
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they were first-timers at the distance. Surely no-one could have PBd on a course like that?!
A few more runners chose to run Marlow, which is as flat as can be, and couldn’t have been more different. There
were PBs aplenty, from Gemma Buley, Katherine Sargeant, Helen Pool, Julie Rainbow, Susan Knight (training for
her first marathon and now leaving me for dust around the track on a Wednesday evening!), Tracey Hicks, Paloma
Crayford, Hilary Rennie, Helen Dixon, and myself. Gemma, Katherine, Helen and Julie also picked up the prize
for first ladies’ team - becoming a bit of a habit - well done! In the club championship, it was Gemma, Helen,
Katherine, Lesley Whiley, Heather Bowley and Cecilia Csemiczky who each collected 50 points.
Marlow 5 was also the final race in the Berkshire Road Running Championship, and there were, provisionally, a gold
medal for Gemma Buley, silvers for Helen Pool and Lesley Whiley, and bronzes for Susan Knight and myself. We
will await final trophy results before celebrating these.
The ever popular Dinton 5 and 10k series had its first event last week. It’s not much of a PB course, but one at which
it might be possible to win an age group or overall prize, at each event and/or at the end of the series. Erica Key
was second lady in the 10k, and first FV40. Cecilia Csemiczky might just have her eye on the over 70 course record;
we shall wait and see how this progresses over the next three events. Entries are still open over at Barnes Fitness.
The Woodland 5 series, hosted by Finch Coasters, is also now underway. Unfortunately, this always clashes with the
Wednesday track session, but it is a very good way of testing yourself on an undulating off-road course. Catherine
Leather was our first lady home, followed by Tina Woffington and Sandy Sheppard, all coming in under 55
minutes. There are two more events in this series, and there is still time to enter.
I am grateful to Nigel Hoult for overseeing the Veterans Track & Field League this year. I admit I am not enthusiastic
about distances shorter than 5k, and am hopeless at field events, but, as captain, feel obliged to at least have a go at
the former. In case you are wondering, a veteran is anyone aged 35 or over, so there are many of you who could get
involved. Our first fixture was at Horspath in Oxford, and we saw Fiona Ross making her debut on the track, in the
100 and 400m. Helen Grieves tried her hand at the javelin, having practised in the garden with a sharpened
bamboo stick, under the guidance of her son; Liz Atkinson also stepped in to have a throw. While both recorded
successful attempts, Liz suspected that some of her opponents had been trained by Masai warriors, rather than by
swotting up on YouTube.
In the second fixture, at Tilsley Park, Abingdon, saw more good performances. Liz Atkinson and Gill Manton were
naturals at the 2000m race walk, and finished second and third in their respective age categories. Both also did well
in the throwing events, along with Kerry Eastwood. Adele Graham is always keen to have a go at the field events,
coming third FV50 in the triple jump, and achieving a PB in the shot.

Our next fixtures will be at Bracknell on 4th June, and Abingdon on 2nd July - all vets welcome - just have a look at
the events available on the email and on our Facebook page.
Good luck to you all in your upcoming races, and please share your achievements and experiences with the rest of
us.
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Mens Captains’ Report
Phil Reay
It’s that time of year when all the training during the Winter pays off for many, so it’s no
surprise that this months Men’s Captain’s report is like a show reel for a Sports
Personality Award Show. From the track to ultras, the diversity in the skillset of our
membership is evident. Here are just some of the highlights from this month.
Mark Apsey: Wins Gold in the 1,500m in a time of
4:19 at the Berkshire Track Championships. A super
performance off the back of a strong TVXC season,
Mark held off a couple of runners from Newbury to
claim victory.
Rob Corney: Broke the club 5 miles record by 21 seconds in a time of 25mins
42secs, winning the Marlow 5 and with it sealed the winners trophy in the
Berkshire Road Running Championships. A week earlier Rob also won the
Shinfield 10K.
Ed Dodwell: It’s been a stellar month for Ed running to 1st place in no fewer than
4 races in the last month in the v60 category.
Alan Freer: Won the MV60 trophy in the Berkshire Roadrunning Championships
also winning Gold in each of the 4 races; 5miles, 10K, 10miles, Half Marathon.
Grant Hopkins: Has transformed himself form a 3:54 to a 2:59 marathon runner in less than 2 years. A stunning
performance in Newport left those following on the tracker exhausted. I for one have not shouted at my phone as
much as I did that day. There’s more from Grant later.
Stuart Kinton: Finished the Thames Path 100 in sub 23 hours in incredibly hot
conditions. It’s been a remarkable and inspiring journey for Stuart who less than 2 years
ago was in Intensive care after being knocked off his bike. What a comeback. Stuart has
shared his story in an article in this newsletter.
Ashley Middlewick: Finished the notoriously tough Transvulcania Ultra-Marathon. It’s
known as one of the hardest mountain ultras in the world taking in over 4,000m of
elevation of 74km of volcanic terrain. Ashley finished in sub-11 hrs.
There were plenty of noteworthy achievements elsewhere as the Club Championships
moved to Hurstbourne for the 5 miler. Looking at the profile of the course which has a
hill which most people walk/march/crawl up it’s a wonder how anyone managed a PB,
but one man did. Well done to Simon Denton whose Comrades training is being
rewarded with some fast times.
Our flagship Spring event took place at Shinfield 10K, with Fergal Donnelly, Tom Harrison, Colin Cottell and
teams once again doing a fabulous job. Out on the course on another baking hot weekend one man rose to the PB
challenge; well done Kevin Bilsby who ran the only RR men’s PB of the race. A time of 53:37 for Kevin comes just a
few weeks after he ran his first marathon in London. Elsewhere there were other noteworthy performances from
Rob Corney who won the race, Ben Whalley for finishing 3rd in the MV40 category, Alex Harris for 2nd place in the
MV50 category and that man Ed Dodwell for earning victory in the MV60 category.
Reading Half Marathon may have been cancelled, however Fleet managed to reschedule, with a strong turnout of
Green Vests. Congratulations to Ash Jeggo for running sub 1:30 and with it a new PB of 1:29:54. Well done also to
Dave Wood, Justin Watkins, Liang Guo, David Ferguson and Andrew Smith.
So much focus is given to London Marathon, but as our members have shown especially in the last month there are
so many more marathon adventures to be had, with seemingly more and more people signing up for the challenge.
Brian Kirsopp ran in Dusseldorf, Dean Allaway clocked up another marathon in Newport, while groups of
Roadrunners were on adventures in Rhodes and Copenhagen – both of which looked fun trips with lots of partying,
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sunshine and socialising with other clubs. Well done Brooke Johnson, Dan Brock, Grant Hopkins and Simon
Davis for the Copenhagen runs. Our members of the 100 Marathon club Paul Monaghan, Pete Morris and Martin
Bush were in action in Germany and Rhodes. Closer to home and the heat of Milton Keynes tested our runners
with some gutsy performances from Jamie Smith, Darell Robins, Dave Wood and Dan Rickett. I find such events
and occasions good for spreading the good name and reputation of our club. There’s a new Runners on the Road
feature on our website for anybody wishing to join any future trips – check it out!
I’ve been following Simon Denton’s journey to Comrades with added interest having ran the event myself the last 2
years and I can say his preparation has been impeccable and impressive. Simon and training partner Sian James
ran the Isle of Wight 52K challenge finishing 3rd in the team event.
Marlow 5 miles had perfect weather and proved to be a bit of PB festival. There’s another excellent report from
David Dibben elsewhere in the newsletter but it absolutely worth calling out PBs for Rob Corney, Stephen Ridley,
Pete Jewell, Fergal Donnelly, Stewart Wing, Simon Denton, Vince Williams and Peter Rennie.
And Finally….
Could someone please tell Peter Higgs that running naked means running without your Garmin? Well done to
Peter for raising £435 for no.5 our club charity by running the naturist 5k….naked.
There’s plenty to look forward to in the next month with the Vitality London 10,000m, Endure24, the Ridgeway relays
and more rounds of the Club Championships..
Any questions welcome and we love to learn of your achievements. Please contact
teamcaptains@readingroadrunners.org
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Grant Hopkins - Phil Reay’s Featured Reading Roadrunner
This months featured improver is Grant Hopkins who took a whopping 55 mins off his marathon PB at Newport this
month. I caught up with the man himself to find out more about his motivation and transformation:
PR: Tell us about the 2016 version of Grant Hopkins and why you decided to take up
running?
I actually took up running at the start of 2015. I was fairly overweight (a smidge under
15 stone), and majorly unfit. I enjoyed my food way too much, but ‘strenuous exercise’
to me was a game of 5 a side once a month. I had always wanted to run a marathon,
but did not know where to start, so one day I got hold of Velindre Hospital in Cardiff
where my Nan was treated for cancer, and they gave me running tops/training advice.
It sort of spiralled from there as I had agreed to raise money for them, and that is what
finally got me off the sofa!
PR: Many of us run as part of a health lifestyle, was there an 'a-ha moment' when you decided to join RR?
I moved to Reading in May 2016 when my girlfriend got a job teaching in Eton, which forced the move to the wrong
side of the bridge! I had been running for around 10 months at this point, and knew I had to do something to
ensure that I kept myself busy and got to know people in the area. A quick google brought up RR, and the rest is
history!
PR: How has being a member of Reading Roadrunners helped you improve your running and your lifestyle?
Being a member has helped me no end. I started coming regularly to the track sessions on a Wednesday around a
year ago, and started utilising the long Sunday runs that Simon arranges last autumn. This ensured that I started
taking running a lot more seriously, and gave me the impetus to try and improve my times. In the last year I have
taken 25 minutes off my half marathon PB, and 55 minutes off my marathon PB. As for my lifestyle, I feel I have made
a lot of close friends who I can speak to and rely on, and even go away with (as the recent trip away to complete the
Copenhagen Marathon proves!). I even had my own support group make the journey to Wales to cheer me on and
give me big cwtches at the end!
PR: You recently ran a sub-3 marathon, how did you achieve that and what was the feeling like on the finish line?
Running, running and more running! Leading up to Newport I had done in excess of 650 miles and luckily stayed
injury free. I have stayed consistent in my training (even running every day in the snow!), and made every long
Sunday run which meant some of the longer runs I did became very social as opposed to a
chore! I was well ahead of the 3 hour pacer for the entire race (I had planned to run a 1:28 first
half, then hang on for as long as possible at the end), and that plan worked pretty much
perfectly. I had the 3 hour pacer on my shoulder with half a mile to go, but somehow managed
to find the last remaining bit of energy through my cramping calves to power away at the end! I
am not ashamed to admit there were tears when I crossed the line, and seeing my Mum, brother
and sister ensured that there were some more once they got to me! Sub 3 was a pipe dream for
me, and when I had originally signed up for Newport I had actually put 3:30 as my finish time,
which meant I was in the wrong start pen for what I wanted to do, so to dip under 3 was
unbelievable!
PR: What would your advice be to anyone reading this who has similar goals to what you had?
If I can do it, anyone can! The key for me was to not go crazy when increasing mileage, and staying consistent in
training. The majority of my runs were done at an ‘easy’ pace, which helped ensure that I was not injured in the lead
up to marathon season.
PR: What are your running aspirations for the rest of the year and beyond?
I have a few goals for this year…mainly to beat Rob Corney at a parkrun (surely it is possible if someone trips him up
for me!!). Now we are heading into 10k season, I would like to get into the low 38 minutes for 10k, and drop under
18 minutes for a parkrun. Longer term goals will be to hopefully get around 2:50 next year at Boston (as long as my
time is good enough for Good for Age!), but most importantly it is to make sure I continue to enjoy my running and
keep putting the miles in!
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Club Charity 2018
Kerry Eastwood
May Madness…………The My Sporting Times Raffle was won by Catherine Douglas, she gets to run a three race
series throughout the summer. Thanks to Andy Macaskill of My Sporting Times for the fabulous prize. Our runner up
was Liz Ganpatsingh who gets to choose a wonderful gift day experience courtesy of Buyagift.com. The raffle
raised £68!
Congratulations to Hannah McPhee for organising another epic and memorable Spring Do, special thanks to Fiona
Ross and Helen Dixon for looking after the raffle prizes whilst I kidnapped some RR’s and ran hard in Rhodes. Next
time I will have more tickets! A fantastic £102 was raised alongside a little lemon game raising £4.
Big thank you to Katherine Sargeant and the London Landmarks Marshalls for their donations to the Charity.
Now, I am so happy that I do not have to upload any of his race photos. Peter Higgs completed The Naturist
Foundation 5k to raise funds for our 2018 Charity. He enjoyed himself that much that he recommends it as a club
championship race for 2019! Thank you Higgsy you smashed your target to raise a whopping £435!
Next month Trisha Arnold and I are taking on the Cotswold Way Challenge to raise funds for No5. Just a mere
100km - over 2 days - with hills. Yes, it was one of those lunches where you agree to things. So keep an eye out on
our Facebook Page for sponsorship details.
Our first ‘Spare Change Wednesday’ on 2nd May raised £17.28. Our next ‘Spare Change Wednesday’ will be 30th
May so bring that collection of coppers and silver you have accumulating and don’t forget to also look down the
back of the settee!
Our lovely ladies, Shirley Smith and Anne Goodall, the Shinfield refreshments queens did a fantastic job keeping
folk hydrated despite the unusually warm temperatures. The refreshment stall raised £240.10.

It was also lovely to see many runners saying hi to Lorraine and the young ambassadors from No5 Counselling too.
That is a lot of activity and thank you to all of you that go above and beyond to help out and support the club, its
ethos and charity.
Our running total so far is a fab £2,056!
Thank you so much!
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Royal Berkshire 10K
David Dibben
ROB CORNEY smashed his third Reading Roadrunners record in the space of just eight days when he won the
Royal Berkshire 10k at Green Park.
Rob’s time of 31 minutes 30 seconds took eight seconds off the previous club best which had stood for 23 years.

And it followed new records in the Marlow 5 on the previous Sunday and in the Track 5k barely 40 hours before.
His time of 15:23 in the Friday night handicap event improved Mark Worringham’s old record by 15 seconds… but
was not his biggest moment of the week at Palmer Park.
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Just 48 hours before Rob had so impressed national coach Nick Anderson with his speed that he invited our man
to take part in an England training camp later this summer.
At Green Park, Rob says he “got lucky” in finding someone to push him to a new course record in the race in which
he was pipped on the dip by Oxford’s Jon Holmans in a photo finish last year.
That someone was the Wiltshire champion Simon Nott, who led the Roadrunners star for the first 7k. “I was definitely
dragged round,” said Rob. “It was a bit of a shock to find myself sitting behind someone at 31:30 pace.
“I didn’t fancy a repeat of last year’s sprint finish, so I had to grit my teeth and maintain the gap. It was nice to see the
clock reading what had been my target time for the season.”
Nott chased him all the way to the line, finishing just nine seconds in arrears.
Another west countryman, Dan Mapp, was third, with Reading AC’s Jack Gregory, a former winner of this event, in
fourth. Another Reading AC speedster, Naomi Mitchell, was first lady finisher in 36:59.
These were the stars of a race which attracted 60 Roadrunners on a baking day, far more than the Binfield 10k (10
RR) and our club championship 10-mile event at Hook 10 (16 RR).
Dave McCoy (the Irish one) finished second at Hook, Alan Freer won the MV60 award and Katherine Sergeant
came in second FV40.
There were no age group prizes for our club at Green Park, although my son Mark, coached by Corney, was second
in the MV40 group with a big personal best, I made it a family double with a similar placing in the MV60s and Alex
Harris was runner-up at MV50.
Pride of place among the personal best achievements went to Sarah Richmond-De’voy, who completed a full
house of PBs for the year at every distance she has competed.
In doing so she emulated Gemma Buley, Roadrunners’ first lady finisher in 41:48 despite running with a heavy cold.
That was passed on to her by husband Chris, recovering but still not sufficiently to finish within half a minute of his
wife.
Our second girl over the line was Loretta Briggs, also with a PB to follow up her excellent performance in the Milton
Keynes Marathon.
More PBs came from Beth Rudd, with a three-minutes improvement, David Clay, following up his first sub-20 park
run the previous day, Ivan “that was a bit toasty” Harding by 30 seconds, Vince Williams (first time under 45), Sarah
Bate and Paul Morrissey.
But there was no doubt about the performance of the day from the man who Track 5k organiser Fergal Donnelly
called “not just a phenomenal runner, but a great sport.”
Rob proved himself as a great clubman in the last month by staying behind to marshal the junior races after his
victory at the Shinfield 10k and then allowing himself to be the patsy at the Track 5k.
There it was convincingly proved that the only way to beat Corney is to start a race a very long time before he does.
Next he will prove his worth again at the Ridgeway Relay, where he has volunteered to run leg six, the daunting
climb over the Downs out of Goring, for men’s captain Phil Reay’s all-star A squad.
After Sunday’s latest record splurge he took the trouble to email me to pass on praise for many other club-mates
who ran well and for the efforts of Chris Drew and his team of RR volunteers marshalling the start/finish area.
Corney’s contribution to the club was best summed up by the immortal words of Emma Caswell: “Bloody all-round
amazing.”
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The Naturist Foundation - where bare is beautiful
Peter Higgs
On 13th May I completed a 5k for the club’s 2018 charity. Why would anyone sponsor me to run a
5k? Well, because this was no ordinary 5k, this was one organised by the Naturist Foundation and
runners are required to be as nature intended, yep au natural, in the buff, and I don’t mean Multifunctional head wear!
As the day approached I began to get a bit nervous. I wouldn’t know any of the others runners, I had
no support crew going with me and Sheryl advised me that she had overtime at work on Sunday
morning. I wonder who she bribed to get that! But at least I wouldn’t need to worry about what kit I was going to
wear.
Sunday morning arrived and with some trepidation I set off for Kent.
The SAT NAV eventually sent me down a long winding county lane near Orpington. I approached the gates of
Brocken Hurst where I was greeted by two fully clothed men in high vis who asked me if I was here for the race and
checked my name off the list. I was directed to the visitors car park where a portly man wearing a striped dressing
gown open at the front greeted me. OMG he was naked! Suddenly it was all real, I would have to get my kit off as
well, but not yet, later, yes, later, 2 mins before the race, that would be fine.
Strolling across the car park I saw a guy I knew as a parkrun tourist; Oh God he was naked and so was his mate! Do I
turn and run or casually say hello? I bit the bullet and said hello and we got chatting. It turns out he is a regular
having done it for the last five years. Walking up to reception fully clothed I started to feel out of place as most of
the other people were baring all. Well what did I expect? I waited in line to complete the registration process. The
lady at the desk thankfully had clothes on, but no one else did and the café and sun room was full of naturists all
smiling and chatting. I was told to ”pop over there and see the girls, they will write a number on you”. So I obediently
headed over to the number desk, where yes you have guessed it, two naked ladies were perched on the edge of a
table writing numbers on runners chests and arms with a red lipstick. Removing my top I suddenly felt very
overdressed. I was the odd one out. I still had trousers on. A little voice in my head said come on Higgsy its time to
man up, so I walked over to the locker room, disrobed and headed out into the sunshine. I still had a good half hour
to go before the race started. To say I was nervous was an understatement, I mean where do you look when there’s a
whole load of people on a grassy knoll in front of you and their err tackle is at eye level.
“Any first timers that want a walk round to familiarise themselves with the course please meet up by the pool” one of
the helpers announced. I decided that was the best thing to do, so off I went to check out the course which turned
out to be quite undulating as it meandered through the camp site and a lovely bluebell wood.
We got back and it was time for the race.
After a quick safety briefing the whistle was blown and we were off. It actually felt good and I passed a few people
exchanging “hello”, “great day for it” etc. The weather was perfect for running and I was enjoying the wind whistling
through my hair!
By the second lap I was passing people and really enjoying the run. I had forgotten that I and everyone else was
naked until I approached a runner who had shorts on and looked completely out of place. How strange is that? One
more lap to go, this was great fun and actually quite a tough course. Then the three laps were done and into the
finish with a time of 27.08. Not a PB - but who cares - I loved the race. At the finish line I started chatting with runners
who had already finished, I soon discovered that a number of them were parkrunners from the London area, one
was a Datchet Dasher while another was from Woodley parkrun. We all stood around chatting and clapping in the
other runners, including a group of ladies who were walk/running and having great laugh.
So I was standing around with 140 odd other naked runners and it was great, uninhibited and I felt really relaxed.
There is another Naturist 5K in Sept and I will be signing up and this time definitely won’t be as nervous. Getting
your kit off and running with other like-minded people is actually really fun!
Thanks to everyone who donated - raising £435 for the club charity made a fun day out even better.
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Kirkbymoorside 10K
Helen Pool
Kirkbymoorside? Where is that I hear you ask? It’s a market town in North Yorkshire which this (early May) bank
holiday not only held a 10k run but was also part of the course of the cycling event Tour de Yorkshire. So, as I sat
down for my carb-loaded dinner the evening before the race, I was able to get a unique course insight courtesy of
the TV highlights. I knew the race was 5km up and then 5km down but what I hadn’t appreciated was the steepness
of the hills. The cyclists had worked their way through all the gears and were now standing up, I knew I was in for a
hard race!
Race morning, blue sky and the sun was shining. How I wished the race was in the morning but sadly not, this race
was at 2pm in the afternoon!!! However, to draw in the crowds the race was preceded by a brass band followed by
a procession of vintage tractors. This town certainly knows how to put on a show. This resulted in my pre-race
preparation consisting of standing up, trying to eat a sandwich and watching the spectacle, all in the 25 degree
blazing sun.

2pm came and we all assembled at the bottom of the hill in the main square. The street was lined with spectators,
all set to cheer on the runners. I looked around at most of my fellow competitors and there were a lot of young
athletic looking fell runners. I felt a little out of place. Being such a hot afternoon, I’d already decided this wasn’t a
day for a pb so opted for a mid-pack start.
The first 2km were straight up a hill winding our way out of the village. It was steep and the pace was slow but as I
got into my stride, I started to enjoy the climb up to the next village and overtook a few people on the way. Half-way
stage and I had reached the top. It was downhill from here, time to relax. A marshal told me I was 2nd lady. I
wondered if I had heard correctly but when other runners around me started to spur me on and keep going, I
started to believe. In my head I made a mental shift from just being out for a scenic run to one where I could get a
podium finish if I could just hold on. I was hot and tired, but I wanted this. I dug deep and ran for home. I did it, I
made 2nd place in 45:34.
I would recommend this race as it’s much more than just a 10k. The scenery is lovely, the people make you feel very
welcome, there is a wealth of good coffee shops around the town for that post race drink and, of course, the many
and varied tractors.
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Shinfield 10K and Junior Races - Directors Cut
Colin Cottell
My implorings the night before to who or whatever is charge of the weather in
Berkshire to send a few clouds over in our direction had clearly fallen on deaf ears,
so it was with a sense of trepidation and dread, along with relief that the day had
finally arrived, that I gulped down my breakfast before driving the mile or so down
the road to School Green the start and finish of this year’s Shinfield 10k .
The previous week had seen an avalanche of warnings about Monday being the
hottest early May Bank holiday on record. Children, dogs, old folk were particularly
at risk, but literally anyone who had the temerity to so much as step outside their
front door was urged to exercise extreme caution. Concerns about the modern
menace that is plastic had been rising in recent, but these were swiftly cast aside as
people were urged to carry a bottle of water around with them at all times.
As warnings of this impending heat wave reached a peak, fearful images of over-heated under-hydrated runners
collapsing like flies began to take root in my consciousness. With each runner at this year’s London Marathon
reportedly being allocated 4.5 litres of water, had we calculated the amount of water we needed correctly? Half a
litre per runner should surely be enough, after all it’s only a 10k, and people had been urged to be well-hydrated
before they started the race. But what if each runner demanded two cups rather than one, was the right amount of
water in the right place, would there be enough scouts at the mid-course water station to cope? What if they were
given too much water? Hyponatremia can be just as dangerous as dehydration. We were entering unknown territory.
And so this check list of fear went on through my head. Standing in the sun in their high-vis bibs, how would the
marshals cope with the sun’s ultra violet rays? Had anyone checked that every single bottle of water was in date?
Saturday had seen the last of the 2 litre bottles removed from that treasure trove or dumping ground (take your
pick) of race equipment/paraphernalia that is the container in Palmer Park. If you ever do venture into its dark and
gloomy interior you will come across the forgotten, neglected and abandoned underside of this great running club;
old race medals going back decades, walkie talkies that even in their prime never worked, surgical gloves, grubby
bits of paper on which were scribbled barely discernible names of runners of yesteryear –previously famed runners
(the Rob Corney’s of their day) but now names even Roger may have forgotten.
Still, I reckoned as I watched the sun’s inexorable rise with a growing sense of dread, if the worst came to the worst,
there was a shop just opposite School Green that was sure to have water. Unless they had run out of course. Casting
these fears aside, my task now was to get into the routine that I had so clearly mapped out in my head over the last
four or five months. Empty the van, put up baggage tent, erect scaffolding, put up funnel barriers. Fortunately (that’s
not quite the word because it suggests an element of luck) as a result of Fergal’s detailed planning there were plenty
of volunteers around, each with their allocated task.
I won’t give you a blow by blow account of who did what, and when, suffice to say that things ran remarkably
smoothly, the only slight blip being the whereabouts of the tables for the water, and Mars bars at the finish. A quick
telephone call meant that was quickly resolved. I wish I could tell you that something more dramatic happened
during the next hour or so leading up to the hooter going off, but the truth is it didn’t. It was just a case of wandering
around, checking that things were in place, having a few words with volunteers, and runners, and generally trying to
look reassuring. Probably the biggest drama was not having enough marshals’ bibs. Until then feeling distinctly
under-dressed Roger kindly gave me his. One lady complained that there was only one water station, and that she
would be writing to the authorities to get the rules changed. I haven’t heard anything yet.
I won’t bore you with a minute by minute account of what happened, and who said what to whom. Perhaps the 2018
Shinfield 10k can be summed up in two words; record breaking. Not only was it the warmest Shinfield on record
(although there are no official records to prove or disprove this), but there were a host of other records and firsts;
New course record Rob Corney, 32.26; number of bananas at the finish, 1,000; litres of water 700; plastic cups on
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course, 3,000; number of entries for this iteration of the event 884; lowest number of complaints one, (although the
same person complained to two different people); oldest race starter Mita Mia, 81; positive comments about the
race in response to a single posting on the Shinfield 10k Facebook page, 52; number of marshals 43; quickest for
the Red Cross to send us their invoice; number of runners spotted wearing headphones zero.
Let’s spare a thought for the 180 runners in the Shinfield Junior Races, at Langley Mead. With the first race starting at
11.30 not only did they have to endure higher temperatures, the open fields and absence of shade meant there was
no respite from the beating sun. They may perhaps have taken some consolation from the fact that there was no
repeat of last year’s invasion of cows. Although our bovine friends once again played a part, the holes they made
from standing around in previously muddy fields hardening to create a section of uneven ground.
In the event my worst fears about the heat weren’t realised, with only one runner across all races succumbing.
Fortunately, after being taken to the Royal Berks, he (a 10k runner) was discharged from hospital at 2.30pm that
same afternoon.
For me, this year's Shinfield 10k race was especially poignant, it being the first following the sad loss of
Peter Darnell earlier this year. Peter played a huge role in the race over the years, both as a member of the
committee and in different guises - from marshaling, to setting up the course, and printing marketing material. He
also came up with the idea for a trophy for the first local (RG2/RG7) male and female finisher, so it was with both
sadness and with pride that we awarded the inaugural Peter Darnell Trophy to Harriet Chettleburgh and Gavin Mead
for being the first local woman and man respectively in this year's race.
This year’s Shinfield 10k may be over but we are already thinking about next year. After her great work on the
increasingly vital social media front, Sev has decided to come off the race committee, so if anyone is interested in
using their social media expertise to help promote the event, please get in touch with me colin.cottell@btinterent.com
As well as being hugely enjoyable, Shinfield raises much needed funds for c40148038330_8ec41a5d43_oharity,
with an estimated £6,000 from this year’s event due to go to the club charity, No5 Counselling and local sports
charity The Shinfield Association. Looking back at this year’s Shinfield, there’s not much I would change. That said, a
hot line to that great weather controller in the sky might not be a bad idea.
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Bits and Bobs
Carrie Hoskins gains international honours
Carrie Hoskins joined the ranks of Reading Roadrunners who have won full international honours when she ran for
England in the Great Birmingham 10k on the first May Bank Holiday weekend.
“It was a great experience,” said Carrie after finishing fourth FV50 in a time of 39 minutes 37
seconds.
She was 123rd overall in a race won by the Ugandan international Moses Kipsiro from former
European Championships silver medallist Andy Vernon.
“It was not my best time but I was still very happy with it two weeks after the London
Marathon,” said Carrie.
“The course was hilly and the weather was again very hot. And I was on the TV!”
The race, part of the Great Run series, was televised live by Channel 5.
The chance of competing in England colours hid most of our Henley-based star’s initial disappointment of being out
of pocket for the privilege of representing her country at Masters level.
Carrie had earned her call-up by her performance in the qualifying event at Chichester, so was surprised to be
obliged to pay to enter the event as well as for her England vest and shorts.
“Overall a great experience, but not cheap,” was her verdict.
Davies and Dibben receive international marathon call-up
The next Age Group Masters international will feature TWO Roadrunners, Jane Davies and
David Dibben, who will line up in England colours in a match against one of the Celtic nations
at the Chester Marathon on October 7th.
Jane got the call last month immediately after her performance in the Brighton Marathon. “I’ve
accepted the invitation, entered the race and booked my hotel,” she said. “All I have to do now
is the training.”
David didn’t get the nod until four weeks later. “I had no idea Brighton was a qualifying event,”
he said. “I remember thinking when I heard of Jane’s selection that she had come seventh in
her age group whereas I was first in mine with eight minutes to spare.
“But I know that she is a far better runner than me and can do 20 minutes quicker than that. The England team
manager blamed Brighton for ‘administrative glitches’ which delayed my call-up.
“I am of course delighted to have been selected and will wear my England kit with pride.”
Ed Dodwell is making the most of turning 60
Another Roadrunners veteran enjoying a lot of success this month has been Ed Dodwell,
after he joined the ranks of the MV60s earlier this year.
Ed finished third in his age category at the Clumber Park Classic duathlon in
Nottinghamshire, earning a bronze medal in the English Championships in the 10k run,
40k cycle ride and 5k run format.
That achievement came in the middle of a busy fortnight in which he FOUR times carried
off the MV60 prize at local events… the Danesfield 10k, the Shinfield 10k, the Dinton
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Summer Series 5k and the Marlow 5 mile.
Later this year his focus switches back to duathlon, in which he has qualified for the European Championships in
Denmark and the World Championships in Ibiza.
Katie Gumbrell muses on acronyms
I love an acronym. My current favourite is FOMO because it blights the running community.
FOMO is exactly as it says: Fear Of Missing Out. It's that feeling you got as a teenager when 'everyone' was going to
'the party of the year' and your mum said, "No." Trouble is, now, with the proliferation of electronic social interaction
with people we barely see in real life, FOMO has become pervasive.
We see images of happy race-runners; hourly updates on the progress of first-time marathon-runner; countless
photos of A N Other running in a glamorous location; seemingly thousands of other people getting PB's every
week. Basically, it seems that everyone else is having a high-old time without you.
As a coach, I spend more time helping people to understand their own brains than I do their bodies: helping
people to see that a timed 5k, every weekend isn't necessarily going to help them to achieve their goals; that
cramming 10 weeks of training into the fortnight before the race isn't going to get them a PB; that running a race
every weekend isn't good preparation for another race. I always go back to one question, "Why are you doing this?"
Here are some answers I never get back:
"I want to win the race."
"All my friends are doing it and so I think I have to."
"If I don't, what will everyone else think of me?"
"I want to be in the photographs."
"In the next 6 months, I want to run all the races I can, break my body and then not run for the 6 months afterwards."
Hold up the mirror, ask yourself the question and see if you can embrace the JOMO*!
*Joy Of Missing Out
(With thanks to my excellent friend Joanna, whose blog inspired this missive https://www.cleanwellbeing.com/
blog/)

Finch Coasters Woodland 5 - Race 1 of 3
Due to the coaching session with Nick Anderson of England Athletics on the same evening, a smaller than usual (15
v 28 average for 2017) contingent of Reading Roadrunners competed at the first of the Woodland Five race series
this month.
It was a chilly night but that kept the mosquitoes at bay
and provided good running conditions. The hills and
obligatory tree roots were still in the same places but
there was only one muddy puddle of any note.
Richard Hallam-Baker in fourth place was the first
Roadrunner home in a time of 34:54 followed by
Richard Usher (7th) and Gary Tuttle (8th). Our first lady
across the line was Catherine Leather in 46:03.
The next two races are on 13 June and 18 July.
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First Pub Run of the Summer
The Packhorse at Caversham was the venue for the start and finish of the first pub
run of the summer. The 5-6 mile run was scouted and led by Simon Denton and
from the photo’s on our Facebook page a fun evening run was had by all. The
next pub run, led this time by Tina Woffington, is on 31 May from the Bull at
Theale.

Track Friday
An exciting mile race was followed by the “can you beat
Rob Corney 5K” which was a very interesting spectacle
with Rob setting off 18 minutes after the first runner. The
full report and results of both races will appear in a later
newsletter however Joshua Talib (University) won the mile
in a superb time of 4:55 just one second ahead of a fast
closing David McCoy (RR), while Rob’s actual 5K time was
a blistering 15:23. Apparently he was taking it easy ahead
of smashing the club 10K record two days later.

EA Track session
Nick Anderson returned on 16th May to complete his series of three sessions with the club. This session held on the
track gained plaudits across the club membership.
Sam Whalley commented: “It was generally great. A chance to run with different people to usual, and the coaching
as a big group worked well (although we can never imagine it working), because he coached to time not distance.”
The exercises:
Warm up - funny walks and strides (the strides became a bit competitive!)
Threshold running (10k-HM pace) for 10 minutes - in the opposite direction to normal (this blew our minds)
8 x 80 seconds @ 5k pace, followed by one min recovery (which seemed to get shorter and shorter!)
A repeat of the threshold running.”
Katie Gumbrell wrote an excellent article based on an earlier presentation session from Nick in the February
newsletter.
Sarah Bate wins her first ever running prize

A delighted Sarah Bate announced on Facebook that she had won her first
ever running prize. She was awarded the Lexicon Bracknell Half Marathon
FV55 prize. Sarah received it after the event as it had originally been given to
a younger lady who had an unofficially transferred number!
Well done Sarah!
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Marlow 5 - Race Report
David Dibben
ROB CORNEY completed part two of his grand scheme to rewrite
the Reading Roadrunners’ record books when he won the Marlow 5
in 25 minutes and 42 seconds.
That was despite being, quite literally, held up in traffic during the
race.
Rob lost time when the pace car pulled up in front of him to avoid
back-markers running on the wrong side of the road at a point
where the course revisits a street used at both one and four miles.
“I had to slow down,” he said. “It definitely cost me a few seconds.”
Despite that his time in the fourth round of this year’s club
championship improved the previous best set by Mark
Worringham at Headington two years ago by 21 seconds.
Then Corney revealed that his achievement in his first competitive race at the distance was the second time he had
broken the old mark in a week.
“I was through five miles in pretty much the same time during the Shinfield 10k on Monday,” he said.
It was Rob’s second club record of the year, he having lowered the long-standing half marathon mark to 1:09.20
with his second-place finish behind Scott Overall at Wokingham.
His next target will be the club’s 23-year-old 10k record of 31:38, set by the Ethiopian Zak Tsegay, when he races
the prestige Vitality London event on May 28th.
But Corney was only one of seven Roadrunners to mount the podium at Marlow, with our ladies squad of Gemma
Buley, Katherine Sargeant, Helen Pool and Julie Rainbow having captured the team prize, all four of them
running personal bests.
There were also individual prizes for second-claimer Ben Paviour (MV40) as well as Ed Dodwell (MV60), who was
claiming his fourth such award in the space of a remarkable 15 days.
Gemma Buley was our first lady home, and fourth overall, in a time of
32:07, a PB with more than six minutes to spare. She had celebrated her
26th birthday six days earlier with a two-minute PB in the Shinfield 10k.
Katherine captured the FV40 age category prize to follow up her
excellent time of 3hr 14mins in dreadful conditions at the Boston
Marathon.
Helen also made a second trip to the podium with runners-up prize in
the FV40 group, having shaved seven seconds off her PB.
And Julie made it a clean sweep of PB’s among our successful girls,
coming in as fourth scorer to clinch the award.
Roadrunners were controversially denied a team prize double when the race organisers decided that Paviour was
deemed to have entered to represent his first-claim club, Herne Hill Harriers.
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Ben was wearing our green vest and finished fifth overall in 27:10. With Corney’s first place, Stephen Ridley in
eighth and Ben Whalley 22nd, that should have left us clear winners.
But the organisers were having none of it and our next finisher, Pete Jewell, despite PB’ing in 42nd position
couldn’t quite get us across the line.
Pete had plenty of consolations… a county championship silver medal, all 50 points in his club championship group
as well as 50 more in the prestigious age-grading section (pipping even Corney), and a first PB for five years.
He was one of no fewer than 13 Roadrunners who picked up Berkshire championship gongs in the final event of the
county’s road-running programme.
Gold for Corney, of course, in the senior men, and a bronze for Ridley; silver for Ben Whalley in the 40-49 group;
silver for Jewell and bronze for Alex Harris in the 50-59 section and a clean sweep in the 60+ category, where
there was gold for Alan Freer, silver for myself and bronze for Andy Atkinson.
The ladies among the bling were Gemma, with a senior silver, Helen Pool with a 35-44 silver, Sam Whalley with a
45-54 bronze and in the 55+ group coach Lesley Whiley took silver and Susan Knight bronze.
All that success led to nine more medals, including two golds, in the county’s overall awards for their four events at
Wokingham, Maidenhead, Woodley and Marlow.
Alan Freer emulated Corney by finishing with a perfect record of four golds, so they will both have a fifth gold to
help them celebrate.
There will be silver for Alex Harris (V50) and Andy Atkinson (V60), plus a bronze for myself.
Among the ladies there will be more silvers for Gemma and Helen Pool and bronze medals for a couple of new
names enjoying county success, Helen Dixon (seniors) and Paloma Crayford (FV45).
Some of those girls were also able to celebrate taking full points in there club championship… Gemma (senior),
Helen Pool (V35), Katherine Sargeant (V45), Lesley Whiley (V55), Heather Bowley (V65) and Cecilia Csemiczky
(V70).
The men who picked up the full complement of points were Corney (senior), Ben Whalley (V40), Pete Jewell (V50),
Alan Freer (V60), David Dibben (V65) and Jim Kiddie (V70).
Those not already given a mention should go to the head of the long list of those who claimed a PB… Tracey Hicks,
Vince Williams, Adele Graham, Hilary and Peter Rennie, Stewart Wing, Helen Dixon, Susan Knight, Paloma
Crayford, Sam Whalley, Julie Rainbow, Fergal Donnelly and Pete Jewell should take a bow ahead of the usual
suspects, Gemma Buley, Helen Pool, Stephen Ridley and Rob Corney.
The club championship roadshow quickly moved on to the second of its three 10 mile events, this time at Hook.
Whether or not next year’s championship includes the Marlow 5, I would strongly advise anyone who has not
already done so to give this race a try.
It’s my idea of a value-for-money event, being
comparatively cheap to enter, well organised with
generous vouchers for prize-winners from Runners
Retreat, a quality T-shirt for finishers as well as a bag full
of goodies and results published almost as soon as you
cross the line after a race which provides a great chance
of a personal best.
Respect to the Handy Cross club for their organisation!
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Hurstbourne 5 Mile - Race Report
David Dibben
SECOND-CLAIMER Matt Green won the Hurstbourne Tarrant 5, the third race in the Reading Roadrunners’ 2018
club championship.
Unfortunately Green was not wearing green, but blue, the livery of his principal club, Newbury AC.
“If I’d known it was a championship event I would have worn the Roadrunners’ vest,” he said. Matt finished in 32mins
18secs, winning the race for the second year in a row.
The first man home in green was Andrew Smith, fifth overall in 33:54, despite fears that he would not be
competitive just a week after running the London Marathon.
That did not stop him completing an exhausting double, also being the top Roadrunner the following day in the
rearranged Fleet Half Marathon, where he finished 52nd in 1hr 23.08.
Smith, of course, picked up 50 club championship points, as did first lady finisher Gemma Buley, Sarah Alsford,
Sam Whalley, Sarah Bate, Tina Woffington, Cecilia Csemiczky, Tom Peirson-Smith, David Fiddes, Jim Kiddie
and myself.
The one multi-terrain race of the three five-milers, the Hurstbourne 5 was making its debut in our championship and
it proved a bonus event for all the Roadrunners who love cross-country.
For those familiar with the Thames Valley XC League, the course in the North Wessex Downs combined the swamps
of Tadley with the steep climbs of Handy Cross.
The general view was “mud, hills, bluebells and home-made cakes… what’s not to like?”
Well, actually… a dangerous descent during which tree roots threatened public safety on almost every step!
That came after an horrendous climb in the first mile which reduced virtually the whole field to walking pace, leading
to more than a mile of terrain suitable for use by a sub-aqua club.
To complete the picture of a bizarre topography, I must say I can’t remember another race in which my last mile was
nearly four minutes quicker than my first.
However, there was general praise for general secretary Bob Thomas, who sourced this interesting new event in the
wilds of Hampshire.
“Half way round I was worried I might get lynched,” said Bob, “so I was quite
relieved by the reception it got. I gather there’s some suggestion that I should
use it again next year.”
The race featured the comeback of Tina Woffington after a long spell out with
injury. During her stint as ladies’ captain, the chairman’s wife was credited with
doing as much as anyone to popularise cross-country running among the club
membership, so she was delighted to be back doing what she loves.
Another heroine on the day was Maria Norville, who was cheered to the echo
by her team-mates as she battled to pick up one more place with a sensational
sprint down the home straight.
I needed a long run after Hurstbourne, having spent most of my time there
mountaineering and bog-snorkelling.
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SCVAC Track & Field League Starts with a Bang!
Fiona Ross
‘On your marks, get set……..’ and with the gun shot echoing round Horspath Stadium, Oxford, on 30 April 2018, the
Vet 35A men stormed down the 100m track, including Reading Roadrunner David Ferris, in an impressive opening
event! David Fiddes and Nigel Hoult followed close on his heels, each giving a very strong performance in the Vet
50 100m and Vet 60 100m respectively. They did not stop there, David Fiddes also gave a sterling performance in
the Vet 50 3000 steeplechase as did David Ferris, together with Ian Giggs, in the Vet 35 400m events. Simon
Denton then beat Reading AC at their own game in the Vet 50 400m event!
When talking about the events in which he participated, Nigel
highlighted what many Roadrunners feel, i.e. sprinting is
“something most of us don’t do in competition”. However, the
atmosphere at the SCVAC Track & Field is fun and friendly.
Indeed, Nigel recounted that there was “a bit of humour when
the starting pistol didn’t go off for one of the races!”
Furthermore, there is a sense of achievement in competing
against clubs who focus more on athletics than road-running.
Nigel was rightly pleased with his 100m time of 17.8 seconds,
and that he scored 4 points for the club. Furthermore, although
Nigel had little time to prepare for his 400m race, because he
had been co-ordinating our team and watching the
steeplechase, his time was nevertheless impressive!
When it came to the 1500m events, Reading Roadrunners certainly came into their own. Ian Giggs was a strong
contender and Mark Worringham and Pete Jewell were second in the Vet 35 and Vet 50 age categories
respectively. Fergal Donnelly flew round the track in just 5 minutes flat! As a non-scorer, he ran with the Vet 50
runners and said modestly afterwards, “I learned how to finally win a race – run in an older age category!” However, I
am sure Fergal would have given our competitors in the younger age category a run for their money!
The Reading Roadrunners ladies team also gave it their all. Our very own ladies’ captain, Sam Whalley, certainly
did. “I am by no means a sprinter”, she told me, “but as ladies’ captain, I feel I should set an example and participate. I
was pretty confident I would come last in my 100m and 400m races. Nevertheless, I was cheered on by members of
our club and others, and the other competitors, who I assume had excelled at sprinting in their younger years, all said
‘well done’ when I had finished. Once I saw the results, I was delighted to see that I had come within a second of my
PB at both distances. With it being the first meet of the league, I can even claim them as season’s bests!”
Like Sam, I was really pleased with my 100m and 400m achievements too, especially since this was my first ever
track & field event, but I agree with her that the team spirit of the Reading Roadrunners and our competitors (shown
in the individual and relay races) makes these events even more enjoyable! I would like to thank Sam and Roger
Pritchard for encouraging me to take part, Tony Canning for the coaching for the sprint events and for his patience
(I did not even have the spikes screwed into my sprinting shoes when I first started training!) and Glynne Jones for
his advice. With their support and that of Nigel and our team, I had the courage to take part and enjoyed it!
Adele Graham was just half a second behind her Reading AC competitor in
the Vet 50 100m race and Tracey Lasan finished ahead of her Reading AC
competitor in the Vet 60 100m and ahead of Oxford in the Vet 50 400m
race! Helen Pool and Claire Seymour did us proud in the Vet 35 1500m
race too. The Reading Roadrunners have talent, even when not
roadrunning!
Furthermore, it was not just on the track that Reading Roadrunners showed
their prowess! Ian showed his long-jump skills and Andy Atkinson and
Simon Denton skilfully ‘put shots’ or ‘threw the hammer’, scoring points for
the Reading Roadrunners team! These achievements were all the more impressive, since these are not events in
which Reading Roadrunners normally participate at all. Indeed, Andy recounted his experiences:
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“Not since 1966 had I tried to put the shot. Some of the other competitors seemed to be capable of throwing (not
the right word as you will see) the shot a remarkably long way! I stepped up in the ring, after sagging under the
weight of the shot, and took Glynne’s advice not to stand back, twirl or stagger. I grunted and hefted and the shot hit
the sand at what appeared to be not far beyond my toes, but actually was 5 metres in! “No put!” was the referee’s
response. Apparently, I had let the shot part from my cheek on launch and had effectively “thrown” it, which is not
allowed. On the second round I did the same – about 5 metres in, but a “no put”. There were audible sighs of relief,
when it was deemed on the third round that the put was good and the 5 or so metres stood.
The hammer is a heavy ball of iron on the end of a steel string! The first time I forgot to swing the ball over my head
and went straight into the rotation, got dizzy and threw the hammer beyond the left side boundary – “no throw”. The
second time, I remembered the swing, limited the rotation to one turn, but in my elation at getting the hammer
beyond the tarmac area, stepped out of the magic circle – foul! The third throw, at 11 metres, was good and the fourth
at 11.5 metres, better. I was delighted even though some competitors had put the shot further than my hammer
throw! I got two points this time.”
Andy recommends that these events are worth trying and can be done by anyone with minimal training. He feels it
does require some practice to gain technique, but strength and balance rather than speed are key to success. A
discipline different from just running and well worth a go!
Adele Graham took third position in the Vet 50 Hammer event for the ladies and represented us in the Vet 50 longjump and javelin events too! Helen Grieves and Liz Atkinson, following her superb performance in the London
Marathon, also scored well earned points for the Reading Roadrunners ladies in the Vet 35 and Vet 60 Javelin
events!
The SCVAC Track & Field League Starts has certainly started with a bang!
The Reading Roadrunners team would be top of the leader board, if points were also scored for team spirit and we
went home with something as important as any award, a great sense of achievement!
On behalf of us all, a big thank you to Nigel Hoult for organising the Reading Roadrunner team, to Tony Canning
and Glynne Jones for the coaching sessions provided for these events and to Sam Whalley and all those involved.
Fergal Donnelly spoke for us all when he said it was “a great evening, expertly organised by Nigel & team”.
We would like to encourage other Reading Roadrunners to take part in this Track and Field League because it is a
great opportunity to try something new, support your fellow Reading Roadrunners, get to know other club
members, who were friendly and supportive, and an opportunity to have some fun! Sam Whalley recommends “if
you are 35 or over, and haven’t yet given these events a go, be brave, and try it!”
The next fixtures are on 4 June and 2 July 2018. Nigel Hoult has published the details. Come and join us!
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Running 100miles, via Intensive Care
Stuart Kinton
I’ve been fortunate enough to do well at and enjoy endurance events since childhood and so have always sought
challenges that test my physical boundaries. I have come to learn just how much the human body and mind are
capable of and the incredible feats they can achieve. Only 3 years ago friend and former Roadrunner Gavin Collins
was competing regularly in ultra-marathons and I thought the idea of him running 50 miles was a crazy one, one that
I simply couldn’t get my head round. At that stage I had never completed a stand-alone marathon and had only run
beyond half marathon distance a handful of times in training.

South Downs 50- 2016 with Gemma Buley
50 miles beforehand as is the course for the South Downs Way 100.

Having completed an Ironman in 2014,
I struggled for motivation and entered
very little in 2015. I needed a new
challenge to get me inspired again and
running has always been the activity I
enjoy the most. A friend suggested the
South Downs Way 50 mile race in April
2016 and I went into it on a rather hitand-miss training plan where my
longest run had been 18 miles. A
certain Gemma Buley just so
happened to be racing that day and so
we stuck together, power walking the
many uphills and jogging all the flats
and downhills. We reached the
athletics track in Eastbourne with a
great sense of achievement and
couldn’t quite fathom completing
those last 50 miles having already run

Just over a month later, in May 2016, my life was quite literally flipped upside down. Whilst out on my bicycle I was
hit by a car. The Thames Valley Air Ambulance flew me to Oxford where I spent 9 days in hospital including 3 days in
intensive care with a variety of injuries. From very early on I saw this as another physical challenge, one that I would
give everything to. I was determined that this accident would not define me and that I would come back and prove
to myself that despite these injuries I was as good as, if not better than before. I spent lots of time in the gym and
had managed a couple of runs before requiring further surgery on my arm and with it a ban on running until
Christmas 2016. Of course the most sensible thing to do when under a ban on running, having sustained such
significant injuries and having not run for so long is to put yourself on the waiting list for a place at the South Downs
Way 100 in June 2017.
I began running again at Christmas and did my best to
start with short, steady and infrequent runs. My motto
soon became, “time on feet”. Only the elite runners will
actually run an entire ultra and therefore you have to
train your body for a lot of walking too. At no other time
in life do you spend 20+ hours on your feet, let alone
asking your legs to provide continuous forward progress
during this time and so getting acclimatised to this is
important. I soon realised that I really enjoy sticking to a
strict run-walk schedule and tend to base this around 12
minutes so that it fits nicely into an hour. One training
run on the Ridgeway was as much as 9 minutes walking,
3 minutes running – this was a great way to get 30 miles
and nearly 6 hours of ‘time on feet’ without taking too
much out of myself or risking injury with too much
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running. I completed a number of these 25-30 mile run-walks and felt as prepared as I could be going into the
South Downs Way 100. For me the idea of completing 100 miles is still too much to think about in one go and
therefore it has to be broken down into smaller chunks such as aid stations.
My goal for the race was to complete it, hopefully in less than 24 hours and also raise more than £2900 for the
Thames Valley Air Ambulance (the cost of the average rescue).
As per my usual racing I set off way too fast and got carried away by the excitement of it all. I went through halfway
in 9:10 and was going well until
about mile 78 by which point, a
friend had joined to be my pacer.
The relentless hills of the South
Downs and the early pace took
its toll and at that point I realised
that the last 20 miles would be
nothing faster than a walk
through the night. This was
extremely tough to handle
mentally as I knew that this was
likely 6 or so more hours of
walking when already exhausted.
Continuous forward progress is
definitely the name of the game
at this stage of an ultra and that’s
what I did, putting one foot in
front of the other over and over
again. The emotion of reaching
During SDW 100 – June 2017
the track in Eastbourne was
overwhelming, all pain left my body and I ran the last 200m like an effort on a Wednesday night at Palmer Park!
There were a lot of tears; I was back, I had achieved something I had never dreamed possible, I had completed the
race in 22:07:04 and had raised over £4,000 for the Thames Valley Air Ambulance.
Of course I quickly forgot those painful last few hours and over time considered my next challenge. I thought about
how strong I had been until those last 20 miles and wondered if I picked a flatter course and adjusted my training
whether I could break the 20 hour barrier. I chose the Thames Path 100 and was motivated by the fact that I would
know so much of the course. This year I would also have a whole year of running in my legs and the knowledge that
I could complete the distance.
I completed Brecon to Cardiff (44 miles), Chester 50, and Exmoor Coastal 32 with four weeks separating each race
so as to get my legs used to more ‘time on feet’. I did well at these races however a niggling foot problem meant
that I had to really hold back on training in between them and therefore by race day my main goal was a PB, though
I still had dreams of 20-21 hours.
At the start line in Richmond the sun was shining and the heat was already rising for what we now know to be the
hottest early May bank holiday on record. I set off on a 9/1 run/walk schedule for the first hour, 10/2 for the second
hour and 9/1 for the third hour. In hindsight I was running way too fast, particularly given the heat and with the
walking breaks being so short I was not able to recover fully, get fuel on board and let this fuel digest. This was a big
lesson in sticking to my training where my walk recoveries would be a minimum of 3 minutes and as much as 9
minutes as mentioned earlier whilst maintaining a very good average pace. I felt terrible 20 miles in; I was hot, I had
sweated buckets, my legs were tired and my head had dropped at the thought of another 80 miles to go. I even
considered at what point I would drop out and thought that if I did so then I would at least be able to enjoy the
sunny bank holiday weekend. It was at this stage also that I swore I would never enter another 100.
My goal of sub-22 had gone and so I set my sights on sub-24, something I knew I would still have to work really hard
for. To get through the heat of the day with my fatigued body and mind I was only managing sporadic short jogs but
this was helped by tagging along with other runners on their jogging efforts. I just kept ticking off each aid station,
working towards the next one and a few miles before Henley realised that my power walking pace was really strong
and saved a lot of energy also.
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I got into the halfway point at Henley in 10hrs 34mins and was buoyed
by my strong walking and the fact that I was now joined by a friend to
pace me. Having a familiar face and conversation is so valuable and
this really helped me to push on with the walking pace and manage a
few short jogs wherever possible. I am extremely grateful to my
friends for giving up their Saturday night to pace me and a real
psychological boost was that every couple of hours it would be a
different friend taking over pacing duties and so with it came fresh
conversation and something to work towards. I knew that if I
maintained 4mph I would go under 24 hours and I was consistently
hitting that even with aid station stops along the way. I was sure to get
into each aid station, grab what I needed, have a sugary cup of tea
and get going as quickly as possible so as not to waste time.
Between Goring and Benson I really got a second wind and was
running 2-3 minutes at a time regularly and feeling great. I knew that
every minute I put in the bank now would aid the sub-24 hour goal. I
experienced the most beautiful sunrise near Clifton Hampden as I was
back to a strong walk but realised that I still needed to keep fuelling.
My main fuel throughout the day had been grapes and pineapple, the
only things that I really wanted and could manage in the heat. As the
sun came up the heat began once more and my body was fatiguing. I
was just so grateful that the path was firm the whole way as I ran the
last 15 miles a month pre-race and it was incredibly muddy, I really
wouldn’t have fancied wading through mud with 90+ miles in the legs!
My feet were very sore but I fought on with a good walking pace, though my conversation with my pacing friend was
very minimal by this stage. I saw the finish line in Oxford and managed one last run across the finish line in 22:52:20.
Again there were many tears, 20 hours previously I was incredibly low and didn’t think I would finish, let alone break
24 and ultimately 23 hours. I am so proud of that determination to ride that wave of negativity, be able to adjust
goals mid race and complete in a very respectable time. Onwards to the next 100…
Having done two of the series, I think my aim now is to
complete Centurion Running’s series of four 100 mile
races. I think I will aim for the North Downs Way 100 next
year and Autumn 100 (based out of Goring) in 2020. As
for this year I am hoping to pace a friend to a sub 1:30
half marathon and another friend to a sub 3:45
marathon. As well as this I am aiming to complete my
first swim-run event in the Lake District, which will involve
approximately 37km of running and 5km of swimming.
Thank you for reading. If anyone would like to speak to
me about my experiences, my training or ultra running
then please feel free – I’ll do my best to make it down to
more Wednesday track sessions and local races.
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Copenhagen Marathon - 13 May 2018
Dan Brock
A marathon that hands out free hot chocolate and Danish pastries to finishers. What’s not to like? That was the sum
total of thought that went into entering the Copenhagen Marathon for seven of RRR’s finest.
Ranging in age from 23 to, hmm, 50-something, all plucked from Simon’s Sunday Morning Long Runs group, team
Copenhagen represented an eclectic mix of abilities and backgrounds. In other words, all that is great about our
club. Sharing an AirB&B, discussing pre-race toilet rituals and investigating who’s brought what porridge and how
they’re going to cook it (some people don’t opt for the microwave; I know, madness) is life-affirming stuff. As is
receiving a WhatsApp message from Brooke Johnson stating that he’d spent £38 on Danish pastries. Magnificent.
Six months after entering, race day arrived and was to provide a variety goals for the competitors. Coach Simon
Davis and Sarah Dooley were using Copenhagen as a training run before taking on the Comrades Ultra in South
Africa in June. For myself, Grant Hopkins, Beth Rudd and Amandine Joubert, Copenhagen represented the second
marathon this Spring. While the ladies were hoping to put in the effort to gain shiny PBs, Grant and I had somehow
agreed to run with Brooke for as long as possible, in order to get him to a Boston-qualifying time.
Much like London a few weeks previously, Copenhagen had decided that the weekend of its own marathon, was
time to crank up the temperature dial to 25 degrees. This unquestionably had a major impact on the race, and its fair
to say, produced a mixed bag of results. On the plus side however, it brought out the crowds who appeared very
happy to remove most of their clothes and cool off in the waterways. Delightful.
Such flagrant nakedness was never going to distract hardened athletes Amandine and Beth however. Both seized
the day and smashed their PBs by six and three minutes respectively. Amandine’s partner, Tony, decided to take
matters into his own hands at halfway and pulled out all the stops to pace the ladies to the finish. An unconventional
approach it has to be said, but no one could question Tony’s commitment to the cause. Good work that man and
fantastic effort ladies.
For Sarah and Simon, keeping their eyes on the prize of a Comrades medal was the order of the day. Ultimately, a
sore knee meant Sarah reluctantly had to abort her run at mile fifteen. Despite strapping bags of petit pois to herself
for the best part of the preceding week, her knee flared up and precaution was the only way forward. For Simon
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however, a steady run left him smiling all the way to the bar, safe in the knowledge that his back-to-back Comrades
medal was one step closer.
Running a marathon with fresh-legged Brooke and
newly-crowned, fastest Welshman in a RRR vest, Grant,
was an opportunity I couldn’t pass up. Still feeling the
effects from Brighton four weeks previously however, I
was conscious that staying with the pace could prove
problematic. Fortunately, irrefutable photographic
evidence had emerged from the Friday night that
placed Grant, Brooke, Sarah and Simon in various
Copenhagen drinking establishments, followed by a
visit to “Kebabistan” for a doner around midnight.
Surely this meant I could keep up with my two younger
running brethren? Sadly not. Brooke set off at pace,
sucking in the atmosphere and bounding like a newlyborn spring lamb. Grant tried to reign in the
enthusiasm by slowing the pace to the required split.
Brooke calmed for a mile, but when his wife Liz (official
photographer for the weekend, many thanks) honed
into view, he was off again. By mile eight, with the
temperature climbing, I knew that, like a proud father,
it was time to let my boys run free. As I waved them off,
the realisation hit me that I was to spend the next two
and a half hours steadily plodding the streets of
Copenhagen doing some very lonely, and increasingly
sweaty, sightseeing. While the Boston-qualifier was
narrowly missed by Brooke, his time of 3:10 in such testing conditions,
represented a superlative effort and he was rightly delighted. Grant came home
ten minutes later. Considering his time of 2:59, clocked at Newport only two
weeks previously, one wonders how much faster the Welsh wizard can go.
Obviously a diet rich in leeks and laver bread is something all RRRs may wish to
consider.
The afternoon was spent eating pizza and rehydrating with famous Danish fizzy
beverages. Simon donned his post-marathon flip-flops and we were joined by a
Scandinavian lady called Brigitta whom, upon seeing the RRR vests, introduced
herself and told us that she knew Tom Harrison. You couldn’t make it up.
All runners and supporters were equally enthusiastic about their Copenhagen
experiences. As Brooke put it best, “if Carlsberg did marathons...”. The course
was flat and fast. The race t-shirt was by Nike and of the highest quality. The
organisation was superb and the crowds magnificent. Our wonderful support
crew of Liz, Tony, Catherine and the injured Carmen Fuentes Vilchez, all agreed
that the nature of the course, twisting its way through the compact city, gave
them ample and easy points from which to spot us. From the expo located right
in the city the day before, to the one mile walk from our AirB&B to the start line,
everything about the marathon was convenient. Did I mention the
complimentary hot chocolate and Danish pastries at the end too? Next year is
Copenhagen Marathon’s 40th anniversary. We’d all thoroughly recommend it.
With any luck, it will be a more Danish-like temperature too.
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Road to Rhodes
Paul Monaghan
We do marathons quite often but every now and again a gem pops up that you just don’t expect. I’d visited Rhodes
in 96 so started looking at my videos & photos again before we left, and what really sprung back to mind was just
how beautiful this Greek island was.
Would it have changed since the 20+ years since I’d visited? Would I see it differently from a running perspective? I
would shortly be finding out, and I couldn’t wait.

The largest of the Dodecanese Islands Rhodes is a maze of cobbled streets surrounded by sunny beaches enjoying
300 days of sunshine per year. The Old Town is a historic delight to walk around, a true gem from the past. We
wouldn’t be running through this but would run past it which was good enough for me.
It was Kerry Eastwood’s suggestion we give this one a go and with it including a 10k & half also it’s an easy sell, as
we tend to not just get the hardcore marathon runners to join us, which is always a good thing. It was also great
value and included an Adidas t-shirt, a pasta party and free photos; It just had to be done.
Higgsy & Sheryl, Kerry Eastwood, Peter Cook and Maureen Sweeney stayed at a resort in Kallithea whilst
Caroline Jackson & I (#TeamJackMon). Bushy & Pete Morris decided to stay in the city centre as our marathon
was to kick off at 7:15 due to the race temperature. Our hotel was great especially the al fresco breakfast and was
close the start.
Our first night was spent touring some of the bars plus catching up with pals and locals discussing our impending
marathon. Us RR's know how to party, so much so that we may even write a pamphlet on it. ‘Foreword by Pete Morris
& Martin Bush’.
The next day it was a case of going to the expo to pick up our race stuff and catch up with the others. Expo was
ideally located close to the start in the town centre, which was easy compared to some races where a private jet
wouldn’t go amiss to get to the expo from the start line.
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We all met up in the town during Saturday afternoon but one thing that totally slipped my mind was that Bushy had
never visited. Fine you might say until you realise he must have a lack of Greek souvenirs. Anyway let’s just say the
Greek economy was restored with just an hour of his shopping.
The guys staying at Kallithea ate back at their inclusive hotel but us Rhodes crew decided to give the pasta party a
go during the early evening. We did notice there were no pasta party tickets in our race bags, so we brought our
numbers along just to be on the safe side. The pasta party was to be held at Pane di Capo in Kallithea and we had
no idea what to expect but gathered it probably wouldn’t be sitting on grass in the rain.
Pane di Capo which we arrived at was absolutely stunning as it was located next to a postcard style turquoise
watered bay. It seems most of the Greeks had got wind of it and decided to invite their families, meaning that the
150 they expected turned out to be nearer 400, so you can imagine the chaos. They had three chefs cooking from
scratch and a DJ playing amongst the palm trees. As Pete commented it was more like a wedding scene from ‘The
Godfather’. You just had to be there to appreciate it, but believe me it was as good as it gets.
We sat down having a beer and noticed a queue growing which we eventually decided to join. We must have
queued for 1.5 hours because of the unexpected chaos. They just couldn’t cope, plus we had the added panic of
just 2 hours before the coach took us back. Bushy had latched on to being able to get free beers whilst in the queue
so I guess it cushioned the blow slightly. Anyway this was the only slight downside to an otherwise perfect set up.
The coaches waited so all was fine eventually. I’ve attended a few pasta parties but this was by far the best despite
the queuing. The race is almost worth doing just for that evening and I’ve not even started telling you about the race
yet.
We’d anticipated a hot race but as we opened our curtains at about 6am the sun was already blinding us. Caroline
had run London the previous week but this would be even hotter, we are used to these kinds of temperatures and
really enjoy them but there’s never any chance of running a fast time. Never the less we couldn’t wait to start this one
and it didn’t disappoint.
The start area atmosphere was electric. The MC was hollering enthusiastically as the runners and officials posed for
pics. We couldn’t understand a word but it had a loud passionate tone that had all cheering. The full and the half
would kick off the same time whilst the 10K would kick off at midday, though we were all there to support each
other.
Eventually the gun fired as the full and half marathons set off together. There was a festive vibe to all of this, and to
me it always seems just that much better when it’s hot and sunny. As usual there were happy kids’ high fiving us as
we set off, with the obligatory drones hovering above us to grab that essential YouTube aerial island footage.
Was not long before the endless blue of the Aegean was to our left as we ran alongside the ancient Rhodes walls of
the old town. The heat was killing me but the brilliant views more than made up for it. I decided on a strategy of not
looking at my watch, though the pacemakers can spoil the fun of ignoring your own time and pace. Parts of this
route were unsupported, but it’s no surprise as there were no houses at many points and parking would have been
difficult. I pushed on regardless but had no choice but to stop at most water stations. I just poured bottles over
myself as the temp had ramped up to 27 with no shade. Eventually the route doubled back so there was a chance to
see where the rest were and cheer each other on. I was ahead and still feeling quite good. It was back past the
medieval castle and eventually up a hill with the most breathtaking views. I was not sure of my time at mile 24 but
had estimated about a 4:20 finish as I spent so much time walking and drinking water and generally enjoying the
views. Anyway I had a second strength and speeded up towards the end, little did I know Caroline was in pursuit. I
crossed the line in 4:05 which though disappointing for me, I knew I couldn’t have done much better in the
sweltering heat.
I raised my arms and clapped the crowd as I crossed the finish. This was better than most foreign marathons I’ve
done hands down, as everything was just spot on. From the pasta party to the expo, the marshals, the course, it was
nearly impossible to fault.
Caroline was not far behind at 4:06 as was chasing me down; It was big hugs as she crossed the line. Bushy & Pete
Morris managed a 4:37 and a 4:58 respectively.
So what about the others? They all ran the half except for Maureen who did the 10k. Whilst Sheryl was kind
enough to come along to support us all. Pete Cook did a 1:54 whilst Higgsy and Kerry who looked like they were
having great fun running the course together managed 2:34 each. Maureen’s 10k kicked off later at 12:15 so she
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had a chance to cheer us in before starting her own race in which she managed a 1:09. Results for us all though
were more or less irrelevant as this was more about the experience.
I just missed out on an age cat prize as did Caroline but it was so much fun watching the festive prize giving. All us
RR’s sat in the roasting sun sipping beers on this stunning island. Even Bushy resisted the gift shops and pubs for a
few hours (OK two hours)... A friend of ours from the 100 marathon club ‘Costas’ did pick up a prize so we had
something to celebrate besides finishing in the blistering heat.
During the prize giving we were approached by the Larnaca marathon organiser. (Larnaca Marathon is twinned
with Rhodes Marathon) They offered us free accommodation during that weekend as Caroline will be running her
100th there. It was the icing on the cake to a great day.
All I have left to say is you just have to do Rhodes Island’s Marathon weekend as you won’t regret it. Oh and don’t
forget your sandals & sunscreen ☺

PS. If you want to join us or anyone at the club for a foreign trip or race please get in contact or check out my
new ‘Runners on the Road’ section on the website. Everyone is welcome regardless of ability or even if
you’re recovering from injury. All are also more than welcome to join us for Caroline’s 100th Marathon at
Larnaca, Cyprus in November.
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World Marathon Majors - Completed!
Katherine Sargeant
When I completed my World Marathon Majors in Boston on 16 April,
Sam Whalley asked me to write a piece for the newsletter. My son,
and new Reading Roadrunner, Ben came up with some questions
about the journey from the New York City Marathon in November
2015 to the final, very rainy race in Boston this Spring.
Was there anyone or anything that first inspired you to attempt
the 6 Majors?
That’s an easy one: Aaron Chai. I still vividly remember Tom
announcing during a dark and chilly pre-track briefing that Aaron
had completed his 6 in November 2014. Aaron’s journey concluded
in New York, a place that was
on my bucket list so I
wondered to myself if I could
secure a place for that
amazing race and in my
wildest dreams target all of
the other races. I’d never
gone away without Ben, all of
my annual leave was reserved for doing stuff with him, so this was a major
departure and challenge for me: to travel on my own, find my way to the
hotel, the Expo, the coaches to the start and then sight-see round New York
for a week. It ended up being one of the best weeks of my life.
What are the stand-out memories from the 6 races?
Each one stands for something.
New York (November 2015) was a week of surprises. I’d been pretty anxious about travelling alone and finding
the start line, let alone the finish! I was targeting sub 3:20 and in the end did 3:15:26. For the last bit, which is
undulating around and into Central Park, I think I had a look of shock on my face but this changed to absolute
delight, especially when I was reunited with my ‘phone and saw that David Lewis and so many friends had been
tracking my progress and sending me messages of congratulations. Back at the hotel, one of the barmen asked me
my time and when I told him he said the drinks were on the house and random people started congratulating me. I
ended up going out for dinner with an American couple who were also running. The next few days were spent
sightseeing in beautiful sunshine and talking to people wherever I went, e.g. to a guy on the Staten Island Ferry who
had seen the Twin Towers come down from his office window. It was a very memorable week.
Next up was London 2016 and I had one goal at this special race: a sub-3:15 and a Championship qualifying time.
I ran my heart out and finished in 3:11:18. I was over the moon and onwards to Berlin in September. Or so I
thought.
Just 3 weeks before Berlin I tore my right plantar fascia during an off-road race. Training had gone brilliantly until
then. I was heartbroken to pull out, absolutely choked. It was a real low point for me.
So I considered myself very lucky to rock up at Tokyo in February 2017, on just 3 months or so of training following
the PF injury. This time I was part of the Sports Tours party, and it was a party. Race day was sunny and chilly –
perfect running conditions. I tried not to think about the fact that it was 1 and 3am back home and I was therefore
running through the UK night! Somehow I finished in 3:08:23 and ended up partying with a new set of friends who I
still see (and have raced with) since then. I will never ever forget how awesome that day was.
Chicago had been reserved for October 2017 and that was supposed to be the next target. However, one of my
Tokyo friends was doing Berlin and so – for someone injury prone I made the only sensible decision – to run Berlin
in September 2017 and Chicago 2 weeks later. And I was extremely fortunate to do so. After Reading Half in
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2017 I ended up with plantar fasciitis in my left foot and had another 3 months out. So the mission became “get
round” Berlin and Chicago. When I started running again at the end of June my physio said “no speed work, no
races, just miles in the legs, 3 times a week”. I ran a reserved rainy race in Berlin and got round in 3:22:53. Two
weeks later Chicago was the complete opposite: in the high 20s and beautiful sunshine, it was tough running and I
was thankful to cross the line in 3:23:32. One race to go!!
Boston, 16 April 2018, torrential rain, near-freezing temperatures and a headwind of 25 mph gusting to 40!
Training had gone brilliantly and in ideal weather I thought I might come close to my Tokyo PB. In the end it became
a matter of survival with warnings of dressing appropriately to avoid hyperthermia. All anyone was talking about
was what kit to wear as the usual shorts and vest top would be crazy. Elites were dropping out beforehand and
those that did run were way short of their target times. I was very grateful to squeeze under the London
Championship qualifying time again, with 3:14:18. I sobbed when I crossed the line. I have no idea if it was the
Majors achievement, the concentration I had been under for the last few hours, or the cold and wet. Fortunately
Aaron Chai, the guy who had inspired me to run all these races, finished just ahead of me. He looked after me, took
me to collect my long-coveted 6 star medal, but then I ended up in the medical tent to be treated for the cold.
Was crossing the finish line in Boston the most satisfying, the toughest and the last?
For sure. We had done our final 20 mile training run on Good Friday in pouring rain,
but nothing could prepare us for the Boston conditions, including the quagmire at the
race village at the start in Hopkinton. Being a point to point race, from west to east
and into a biting easterly wind, there was no respite. Seeing Roadrunners, Ann
McKinnon and Louise Atkinson, at the foot of Heartbreak Hill (at 20 miles) was lovely.
Despite the atrocious weather there was support along the entire route – a tough but
outstanding race. My advice to anyone new to running: train in all weathers!
How important was the support you had in achieving this dream?
The support was fabulous. Ben, you were always amazing. I remember the tearprovoking text which you sent me before I left the New York hotel, and you were
always there to listen to the highs and the lows. Tony Streams – boy, has he been
through the mill?! But we’ve run 3 of the races together, so we’ve had some fantastic
trips and done some lovely stuff. No response to this question would be complete
without mentioning David Lewis, whose updates on race progress via Facebook are
second to none! Plus I am a member of an online wellbeing (but not running!) group
called On the Wagon. I’ve made a stack of friends there who made the bad days
bearable and celebrated the highs.
Where is your Majors medal now?
It’s still hanging on my bedroom door. It’s pretty much the first thing I see when I wake up which is really nice. It’s
also ready to pop in my bag and show to colleagues and clients etc. who have all been interested in my progress
and want to hear about Boston in particular. The plan is to have it framed with the 6 that made up the journey.
Do you have plans to run any of the Majors again, other than London?
Well, you know I want to take you, Ben, to NYC for the 2020 marathon when you’re old enough to be bought a beer
in the US. I’m hoping that’s the time when you also get the bug for running 26.2! I’d also like to go back and do the
time I know I’m capable of in Berlin. And I might go back to Tokyo and share that race with Tony, as he looks to finish
the 6 majors as well. So no, not really!!
What’s next?
I hope to enjoy some Club Championship races in May and June because I gave these up in a bid not to do too
much. In the autumn, it’s back to some more overseas marathons, all being well.
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Boston Marathon 2018 - or how not to run a marathon
Brian Grieves
I’ve wanted to run the Boston Marathon for years. However, it always seemed to be on a school day, which makes it
inconvenient for the rest of my family. After some research I found out why. The Boston Marathon is held on Patriots
day in Massachusetts, which is always the third Monday in April. So, unless Easter is late its not likely to be a school
holiday in the UK. At some point in 2016 we decided that I could run the marathon if it was not too expensive; this
was just after the registration period for the 2017 race.
In order to register for Boston, you need to have run a qualifying time, as I’m 50 that’s 3:30 but there are still too
many people who qualify than there are places, so you need to be under this. I chose 3:15 and paced London last
year to get that qualifying time. Being 15 minutes under I was confident enough to book the flights etc in May, 11
months before the race. (Last year everyone was about two minutes under the qualifying time, this year it was
closer to three.)
Like all big marathons you need to go to pick up your number. You can’t do this on the day of the race so I had
arranged to fly to Boston on Friday. That way I could pick up my number on the Saturday and rest on the Sunday
before the race. Also, if my flight was delayed by a day I would still be
able to collect my number and run. The cheapest flight I could find was
TAP Air, via Lisbon, which left at 6:00 on Friday. They wanted me at the
airport 3 hours in advance, but I was not convinced that I could check in
at 3am so I called them to ask what time the check in desks opened. I
was assured that I needed to be there at 3am for a 6am flight and that I
would be able to check in at that time. So, I turned up at Heathrow at
3am only to discover my flight had been cancelled and the check in
desks did not open until 4am! I knew the next TAP air flight to Lisbon
would not make the Boston connection and did not really want to wait
23 hours in Lisbon airport, so I spent a fairly unpleasant hour waiting for
the check in desks to open. When they did I was told to go somewhere
else to get re-ticketed. It appeared that about half the plane knew this already as there was a long queue.
Eventually I got to the front and I got some good news. TAP air would not be able to get me to Boston that day, but
there were plenty of seats on other airlines going to Boston and I was offered a seat on the 9:40 Delta fight. As it
was direct I arrived in Boston just after lunch time.
I was lucky when I left the plane that it did not take too long to get my bag and go through customs, so I had
enough time to collect my running number on the way to the hotel. At the airport I saw Katherine and Tony who
were also running on Monday. Tony mentioned that there was now a parkrun in Boston; when I got to my hotel I
used their printer and printed out my parkrun barcode. The next day I was waiting at a bus stop in glorious sunshine
ready for the Jamaica Pond parkrun. When I got to Jamaica Pond I had some difficulty locating the start, so I
stopped a few local runners, thinking that they would know where their local parkrun was. None of them knew
anything about it but they all liked the idea of a free 5k run every Saturday. It turned out it was only the 3rd Boston
parkrun, so it was not too surprising that none of the local runners that I met knew about it yet.
I found it eventually, and almost immediately I was asked “are you Brian?” There was a
group of British runners there that I’d met before who were also in Boston for the
marathon. They said the weather for Monday was not looking good, wet with a head
wind. Unfortunately as the Boston course is a point to point a head wind would make the
race tougher. You can’t do anything about the weather so I just re-adjusted my goals and
resolved to start cautiously. Having trained through our winter I was not too bothered
about the cold. After the parkrun I went back to the centre of Boston and bought a
cheap hat for the race.
On the day of the marathon I got up at 5am to eat breakfast and travel to the finish point. The weather was cold, wet
and windy. It was 5°C, the same temperature as Bramley was in February. It was not wet at Bramley so I wore a hat
that I would have been happy to throw away if I got too hot running in it. In addition to my running kit I was wearing
an old coat to leave at the start. I also had a couple of bin bags with me.
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I had a 40 min ride on public transport to get to Boylston St, where the baggage check tents were. I got soaked on
the walk from the baggage check to the bus loading area. My start time, in Wave 2, was at 10:25 and I took the 7am
bus from the finish area to the start in Hopkinton. Boylston St and Charles St (where the buses stop) are both very
wide and I was amazed to see hundreds of yellow school buses driving down the road to the bus loading area. I
was directed to a bus and got on. I was hoping to warm up a bit on the bus, but the driver had his window open, so
I spent most of the bus ride cold. When we got to the start there were four very large tents available for us to wait in.
As the tents must be used by over 20 thousand runners, and they need to be able to get in and out of them fairly
quickly, the tents did not have any sides. It was nice to be out of the rain, but the wind meant it was still cold. The
ground was just muddy grass and I eventually found a bit of not quite dry ground to sit on. I sat on one of the bin
bags and had the other around my legs.
I was in the tent for over an hour before they announced that runners in wave 2 should make their way to the start
corrals. Despite the big coat I had on I was cold and wet. I got to the start, dumped my big coat and set off. I wear
glasses, and with all the rain on them and my watch meant it was very difficult to check my pace. Given the head
wind I started with a conservative pace aimed at 3:20; what I thought at the time was my London good for age
target. I appeared to still be on target at 5k, but I had yet to warm up and I was still fairly cold. By 10k I was
shivering slightly and realised that shorts, vest, hat and gloves were not enough to keep me warm. At 10 miles I saw
a discarded jacket on the floor; it was in a bad state, but I put it on and it at least helped with the wind chill. I was
really feeling the cold and by mile 20 a helpful runner had suggested that I could probably get a silver blanket from
a medical tent.
There was a medical tent at mile 20 so I went inside prepared to ask if I could have one of their blankets to finish the
race with. However, as soon as I entered the tent the Doctor in charge took one look at me, sat me down, wrapped
me up like a mummy in space blankets and gave me a cup of hot water. I did not seem to have any choice in this!
Once I’d stopped moving I quickly realised just how cold I was as I started shivering uncontrollably. I was shaking
enough that I’d probably have had trouble standing; not that I tried. At this point the thought crossed my mind that
I might not be able to finish. As I was in a dry tent I managed to look at my watch and saw I had at least 2 hours left
to the 6-hour limit and was sure I’d be able to get to the finish by then. Reassured by this I just tried to keep calm
while I warmed up.
The tent was big, I guess it had about 10 beds in it, I was sat on one, with another runner.
Apart from the doctor that saw me there were at least four other volunteers. Talking to the
runner next to me I found out that he had stopped because of his ankle, but virtually everyone
else had just given up due to the weather. The doctor came around again with another cup of
hot water and then some pretzel sticks. At this point I remembered the caffeine gel I carry for
emergencies, so I had that as well. After what I thought was 50 minutes I told the doctor that I
wanted to carry on. She took a note of my running number and made quite sure that I knew
the next medical tent, in about a mile, had a warming bus by it and that I was to stop if was still
cold. (When I returned home and checked my Garmin I found out that I was stationary for
one hour and ten minutes.)
I started again, but I’d spent too long stationary after a 20 mile run and my legs just would not move properly. I ran
as best as I could, barely faster than 15 miles/minute, 4 mph. Still cold and a bit shaky I took a caffeine gel at each of
the aid stations that I passed on the way to the finish. I got there just 12 minutes before the six-hour cut off. By far
my slowest ever marathon, even if you take off the hour I spent in the medical tent. Since returning I checked the cut
off rule and found out that I had at least another 40 minutes to finish as they don’t start the six hours until the last
runner crosses the start line.
I did not get back to my hotel till about 6pm having picked up some food at a supermarket on the way. It was still
raining; it had rained all day! After eating and a hot bath I started to feel human again. My hotel was back near mile
18/19 and the next day I decided to walk to try and stretch my legs; Heartbreak hill is just after mile 20 so I went to
see just how bad it is. I don’t recall it being particularly hard in the race, but I was not really concentrating at the
time. I walked up it and then back to my hotel. From a walking point of view, it did not seem any worse than
Heartland Rd, the hill near the start of the Reading ½; it was longer, but not any steeper. I guess it’s just it’s position,
after mile 20, that makes runners say it’s hard. I flew back later that day.
Given how cold I got I’m just pleased that I finished. Given the wind I would not have got a good time anyway, and if
I run 3:20 specifically as a London good for age time I’d have been very annoyed to find that I’d not checked the
London marathon page to see if they’d changed. Also I’ve now found out that I beat all of the Ethiopian Elites, as
they were all DNF.
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Düsseldorf Marathon and a 71 year old friendship with Reading
Phil Reay & Cathrin Westerwelle
According to the Reading Düsseldorf Association (RDA) website; Since 1947, Reading and the
German city of Düsseldorf have had a special bond that originated in the then Mayor Phoebe
Cusden’s determined effort to provide relief to the famished children of Düsseldorf in the
immediate aftermath of the Second World War. Phoebe Cusden visited Düsseldorf herself
and, in 1948, six children from the city came to Reading for an extended stay with local families.
A return visit followed, and a regular annual exchange of young people in both directions
developed. Reading and Düsseldorf have been twinned since 1975. Fast forward to 2018
and runners from Reading were invited by RDA to run the Düsseldorf Marathon. Reading
Roadrunner and former Düsseldorf resident Cathrin Westerwelle was one of those invited to
run in what was to be her second marathon. I caught up with Cathrin and she shares her story:
PR: You ran your first ever Marathon in Seville in February this year. How was the experience?
CW: Running my first marathon really showed me that running is so much more than just putting one foot in front of
the other. It’s about your physical health, nutrition, your attitude and mindset and the support you get along the way.
Though I liked running Seville I suffered for most of the race from ITB and Patellar Tendinitis and had to walk/ run
from 20k to 30k. Luckily Steve Harlowe from Reading Joggers - who by the way, I’d never met before - came along
and told me about all the marathons he did on his quest to get into the 100 Marathon Club. The support, focus and
distraction he provided me, kept me going through until the finish line. Him being there and keeping me company
was invaluable for me.
PR: And now you are running your second marathon just two months later. How did you catch the running
bug? And how has being part of Reading Roadrunners helped you?
CW: Considering I said to someone just last August that I’d never run a marathon as I find it really boring to just run
without any obstacles, this is quite ironic. I have always enjoyed a challenge and last autumn I had a lot going on in
my life and had to find a way to keep my mind off things and help me find a healthy work-life balance. Running was
an easy way to do that as I could take my running shoes everywhere and just go out. It’s actually quite therapeutic.
Reading Roadrunners helped me to put structure around my training and helped me prepare for the journey that is
marathon training. The support, tips and motivation I got from fellow club members blew me away and makes such
a difference. From shouting your name during races to picking you up when having a tough run. It’s invaluable to
have such a support network and not to be underestimated in your training. Though being surrounded by
marathon-crazy runners makes it very tempting to get ahead of yourself and sign up for more and more marathons
hence doing my two marathon this year and have signed up for a third already.
PR: Düsseldorf is twinned with Reading which makes it a stand out marathon in Europe, it’s special for you
too, why is that?
Düsseldorf was the city I called home for more than 7 years after finishing university. I used to live along the
marathon route supporting and cheering for the runners every year from my balcony. I never in my wildest dreams
thought I would ever run it myself but it was always a special day and the atmosphere in the city was amazing on the
Marathon weekends. Having a lot of fond memories from my time in Düsseldorf and still having a lot of friends there
this one was special to me. I was lucky to have my friends and family come to support me and see me running which
they don’t often get the chance to do.
PR: How had the training been going?
The training was not going as I would have liked. Suffering from my Seville injuries I was forced to pause my running
completely for more than 3 weeks and then gently ease in. I was told to ignore all my training plans and instead to
focus more on strengthening my gluteus, hamstrings and start proper stretching with yoga classes. And that’s
exactly what I did while at the same time trying to increase my distance again on a weekend long run. But
unfortunately, even that did not go as planned: I had to cut my longest run short due to being too hot, knee pain
and exhaustion so that Reading Replacement Half was my longest distance ran between Seville and Düsseldorf. On
reflection the whole training was really mind over matter and I thought the run would be a total disaster.
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PR: When did you travel and how did you prepare the couple of days before?
I travelled to Düsseldorf a few days ahead of the marathon to catch up with friends and family, which was a nice
mental distraction from all the training issues. Apart from having a massage, eating loads of carbs and doing some
gentle stretching I did not do anything special to prepare myself.
PR: How did you find the race and the atmosphere?
My nerves really kicked in the day before the race and I was even more
nervous than before Seville. Having my friends and family there put
more pressure on me than I thought it would. I desperately wanted run
faster than Seville and possibly get over the finish line in 4:44 or with
much luck- sub 4:30 - though deep down I knew the chances of any of
that happening would be slim. Having Brian Kirsopp there and talking
to him and his experience over breakfast definitely calmed me down
and by the time we walked to the start line I was focused and ready to
run. We were lucky enough to have perfect weather conditions with a
bit of rain, slight breeze, temperatures around 15 degrees and sunny
bits during the race. The support along the track could have been a
bit better but it was a long holiday weekend in Germany and many
people use that time to get away. The course itself is pretty flat and
mostly navigates through urban areas and over the River Rhine a few
times. There were a lot of bands playing and supporting the runners
which helped to spur us on and once the sun was out people came out
to cheer us on. At the start of the race I felt really strong and paced myself for a 4:29 finish knowing that I most likely
will have to drop that pace at one point in the race. I managed comfortably to hold that pace until km 21 when it got
a bit warmer and I started to play mind games in my head to pass the time. Running up the bridge over the Rhine
with the slight incline was definitely tougher than I thought it would be but I was
determined to keep running and not walk yet. I was able to hold the pace a couple of
more km but then had to drop back and got significantly slower. From km 28 my friends
were among the supporters and it was so nice to see them. They had made signs and
provided me with energy drinks and one of them even accompanied me for about 1km
which was a nice change. This gave me a nice boost and I felt a bit stronger again. On
km 30 and 34 I got more unexpected words of encouragement from the Ladies and
Men Reading AC relay teams who I met the day before in our hostel. Knowing that I had
done most of the race and had some energy left I did increase my pace slightly. I was
genuinely and positively surprised that my knee did not hurt at all but slightly felt my
quads starting to get tight. The last 5km of the Düsseldorf marathon was quite tough
and I had to walk run strategically. However I still had the 4:44 mark in my sight and
thought for the first time a PB could actually be possible if my legs would not give up in
the last meters . My family who I had not seen at all during the race (as my tracking was
wrong as I found out after) suddenly appeared as I was doing my finish sprint and my
sisters shouts of encouragement gave me my last boost to jump in joy over the finish
line in a time of 4:40:28. I am so happy to have done a PB. I can honestly say that I
thoroughly enjoyed running those familiar streets and representing Reading
Roadrunners. I am forever grateful that Reading Düsseldorf Association gave me the
opportunity and can highly recommend this marathon to anyone from the club who is
interested in doing a marathon abroad. Düsseldorf is a nice flat race and the town has a
lot to offer during the marathon weekend.
Many thanks to Rob Dimmick, Vice Chairman of the Reading Düsseldorf Association for his work and extended hand
of friendship. I look forward to working with Rob with the goal of arranging an annual exchange of runners between
events in Reading and Düsseldorf for 2019.
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Roadrunners Race Results
David Dibben
THIS month we are resurrecting our ‘Season’s Best’
feature.. with a little tester for our readers with time on
their hands.

2808

Peter Aked

3:18.41

2444

Sarah McDade

3:15.08

I’m afraid there are no prizes for this, but see if you can
spot any recurrent themes involving a couple of inform individuals.

3364

Clive Alderson

3:23.10

3868

Erica Key

3:26.57

4494

Andrew Smith

3:31.03

4774

Gary Tuttle

3:33.00

4859

Tony Walker

3:33.35

4866

Gemma Buley

3:33.37 PB

5501

Alan Freer

3:37.37

5765

Sarah Dooley

3:39.10

5926

Mary Janssen

3:40.14

6321

Bradley Hayden

3:42.46

Runners will see that, from position 500 and below,
they have dropped at least one place in the final order.
Those finishing towards the rear of the field will see
that they are now positioned as many as 30 places
down.

7066

Sam Hammond

3:47.20

7204

Justine Morris

3:48.02

8149

Wayne Farrugia

3:52.57

April 22nd

8971

Caroline Jackson

3:56.43

London Marathon

9038

Melanie Shaw

3:57.01

And, by popular demand, I will in future recognise
members’ first efforts at a new distance as a personal
best.
Pity I couldn’t do it retrospectively to acknowledge PBs
for myself this year at the Bramley 20 and Dorney 24miler as well as my prize-winning effort at the Brighton
Marathon! But I’m far too modest to mention any of
that stuff…
We are also re-running the London Marathon results,
which now include the six members overlooked in the
original list. Apologies to them.

Name

Chip

9327

Dean Allaway

3:58.20

Matthew Richards

2:32.39 PB

9764

Jamie Smith

4:00.16

169

Rob Corney

2:41.15

10390

Julie Rainbow

4:04.00

183

Brendan Morris

2:41.48

10674

Sophie Hoskins

4:05.38

197

Seb Briggs

2:42.14

10981

David Caswell

4:07.14

523

Dave McCoy

2:52.07

11065

Tony Long

4:07.32

555

Jamie Cole

2:52.39

12808

Lee Hinton

4:16.09

815

Alex Harris

2:56.58

12877

Vince Williams

4:16.28

1319

Steve Ridley

3:02.50

13168

Beth Rudd

4:17.41

1619

Andrew Morgan

3:06.46

13492

David Clay

4:19.09

1661

Anthony Young

3:07.13

14045

Catherine Leather

4:21.48

1954

Caroline Hoskins

3:10.28

15888

Judith Ritchie

4:29.49

2205

Andy Mutton

3:13.05

16086

Martin Douglas

4:30.42

2209

Alex Warner

3:13.06

16765

Paul Jenkins

4:33.45

Pos
45
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16920

Tony Streams

4:34.29

52

Gemma Buley

41.74

17403

Ashlee Jewell

4:36.35

64

Chris James

43.36

17524

Joe Blair

4:37.06

67

Marie-Louise Kertzman

44.16 PB

22310

Sarah Richmond-De’voy

4:56.51 PB

77

Sarah Alsford

45.34 PB

22907

Rachael Derry

4:59.11

85

David Dibben

46.14

24918

Zoe de la Pascua

5:08.36

86

Peter Reilly

46.29

26437

Tom Harrison

5:15.58

88

Fleur Denton

46.44

27056

Simon Abreu

5:18.43

101

Sam Whalley

48.04

28193

Neil Carpenter

5:23.43

117

Jim Kiddie

50.20

28407

Kevin Bilsby

5:24.49

130

Sarah Bate

52.19 PB

30814

Matthew Durman

5:37.47

150

Tina Woffington

54.33

31533

Sarah Hicks

5:41.53

178

Maria Norville

58.28 PB

31949

Mary Carol De Zutter

5:44.17

183

Bob Thomas

59.02

33837

Liz Atkinson

5:56.20 PB

205

Frank Cooper

61.28

34145

John Bullock

5:58.31

223

Cecilia Csemiczky

65.26

36328

Kathy Tytler

6:17.29

224

John Bowler

65.34

39912

Hannah McPhee

7:36.11

225

Heather Bowley

65.34

39961

Jenny Gale

7:39.29

240

Linda Wright

73.09

April 22nd

April 29th

Bournemouth Beach 10k

Danesfield 10k

Pos

Name

Chip

115

Holly Turner

1:59.34

Name

Chip

Fergal Donnelly

40.21 3rd MV40

11

Ed Dodwell

43.14 1st MV60

April 28th

30

Helen Pool

47.13 1st FV40

Hurstbourne 5

68

Sarah Morgan

53.40

Pos

Pos
8

Name

Chip

Treehouse 10k (Cholsey)

1

Matt Green (2nd claim)

32.21

Pos

5

Andrew Smith

33.45

12

Tom Pierson-Smith

40

Name

Chip

12

Jane Copland

41.34 1st lady

34.20

16

Chantal Perceval

42.24 2nd lady

Justin Simons

40.39

206

Jennifer Holmes

1:01.42

41

David Fiddes

40.42

221

Trisha Arnold

1:06.19

42

Simon Denton

40.51 PB
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Fleet Half Marathon
Pos

Rhodes 10k

Name

Chip

Pos

Name

Chip

Andrew Smith

1:23.08

171

Maureen Sweeney

1:09.09

114

David Ferguson

1:27.28

Blenheim 7k

125

Liang Guo

1:27.56

Pos

Name

176

Ash Jeggo

1:29.54 PB

1218

Suzanne Bate

54.31

771

Judith Ritchie

1:47.07

1264

Chloe Lloyd

54.36

1273

Catherine McLaughlin

1275

Helen Dixon

50.27

1735

Lucy Bolton

2:26.06

1277

Sarah Walters

50.27

1749

Justin Watkins

2:27.51

1465

Rachel Allaway

59.30

1755

Dave Wood

2:28.47

1606

Alice Kerr

1:01.50

1607

Jenny Mulhearn

56.56

52

1:59.44

Newport Marathon
Pos

Chip

Name

Chip

1609

Gill Manton

1:02.00

62

Grant Hopkins

2:59.27

1610

Helen Grieves

1:02.00

599

Dean Allaway

3:39.21

1715

Sarah Drew

1:04.43

Chip

April 30th

884 (M) Brian Kirsopp

3:40.51

Veterans League Track and Field (Horspath)

451 (W) Cathrin Westerwelle

4:40./28

Men’s 100 metres

Dusseldorf Marathon
Pos

Name

Loire Marathon

Cat

Pos

Name

Time

Pos

Name

Chip

35A

6

David Ferris

16.0

2634

Juliet Fenwick

5:23.09 PB

50

6

David Fiddes

15.0

60

5

Nigel Hoult

17.8

Rhodes Marathon
Pos

Name

Chip

60

Paul Monaghan

4:05.02

Men’s shot

64

Caroline Jackson

4:06.35

Cat

Pos

101

Martin Bush

4:37.39

50

8

119

Pete Morris

4:58.49

Rhodes Half Marathon

Name

Distance

Andy Atkinson

5.45m

Men’s hammer

Pos

Name

Chip

Cat

Pos

245

Peter Higgs

2:34.13

50

6

Simon Denton

17.20m

247

Kerry Eastwood

2:34.17

60

7

Andy Atkinson

11.26m

Reading Roadrunners May 2018
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Men’s 400 metres

May 2018
Women’s long jump

Cat

Pos

Name

35A

5

Ian Giggs 68.3

35B

6

David Ferris

77.9

50

5

Simon Denton

70.6

Women’s hammer

80.6

Cat

Pos

50

3

Non-scorer

Time

Nigel Hoult

Cat

Pos

50

4

Name

Distance

Adele Graham

Name

2.64m

Distance

Adele Graham

16.50m

Men’s 3,000 metres steeplechase
Cat

Pos

50

2

Name

Time

David Fiddes

Women’s 400 metres
13:47.4

Men’s 1500 metres
Cat

Pos

Name

Time

35A

2

Mark Worringham 4:33.3

35B

4

Ian Giggs5:09.9

50

2

Pete Jewell

Non-scorer

Pos

5:05.8

Fergal Donnelly 5:00.4

35

7

Name

Ian Giggs

7

Name

Name

Time

35A

7

Sam Whalley

85.3

35B

7

Fiona Ross

91.1

50

4

Tracey Lasan

86.9

Cat

Pos

Name

Time

35A

6

Helen Pool

5:52.0

35B

7

Claire Seymour

6:50.1

Distance
3.82m

Men’s 4 x 100 relay
Pos

Pos

Women’s 1500 metres

Men’s long jump
Cat

Cat

Time

Reading Roadrunners

64.2

Women’s javelin
Cat

Pos

Name

Distance

35

7

Helen Grieves

50

4

Adele Graham

60

6

Liz Atkinson

6.38m
10.73m
4.39m

(Team: Simon Denton, Ian Giggs, Andy Atkinson
and Fergal Donnelly)

Women’s 4 x 100 relay
Pos

Women’s 100 metres
Name

7

Cat

Pos

Time

35A

5

Fiona Ross

19.8

35B

5

Sam Whalley

17.6

50

5

Adele Graham

17.0

60

4

Tracey Lasan

18.9

Name

Time

Reading Roadrunners

N/T

(Team: Fiona Ross, Adele Graham, Tracey Lasan

Reading Roadrunners May 2018

and Liz Atkinson).

Match overall: Roadrunners men 7th, women 6th.
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May 2nd

May 7th

Watford Open Graded meeting

Shinfield 10k

1,500 metres, heat 11

Pos

Name

Chip

Chip

1

Rob Corney

32.25

4:23.57

3

Matt Green (2nd claim)

35.34

16

Ben Whalley

37.52 3rd M40

May 5th

27

Alex Harris

39.23 2nd M50

Thames Path 100 miles

30

Mark Dibben

39.33

Chip

31

David McCoy (Sr)

39.37

Pos
9

Pos

Name
Mark Apsey

Name

62

Stuart Kinton

22:52.20

37

Caroline Hoskins

170

Noora Eresmaa

27:20.14

40

Ellie Gosling (2nd claim)

40.33

177

Christina Calderon

27:43.22 PB

43

Aaron Chai

40.56

47

Paul Morrissey

41.19

May 6th

53

Gemma Buley

41.33 PB

Great Birmingham 10k

54

Katherine Sergeant

41.38

Chip

57

Ed Dodwell

41.51 1st M60

39.41

62

Jane Copland

41.58

63

Stuart Bradburn

42.06

Chip

85

Stewart Wing

42.53

45.43 2nd lady

93

Tony Long

43.10

Ranelagh Richmond Half Marathon

103

Grant Hopkins

43.46

Pos

Chip

104

Chris Buley

43.58

1:37.17

109

Chris Thomas

44.10

135

Mel Silver

45.17

Hartland Heartbreaker (18.4 miles)

141

Ivan Harding

45.05

Pos

Chip

151

Sam Hammond

45.52

4:36.56

153

Leighton More

45.54

154

Mary Janssen

45.43

155

Vince Williams

46.12

Chip

167

Sophie Hoskins

46.33

Pos
23

Name
Caroline Hoskins

Kirkbymoorside 10k
Pos
63

169

118

Name
Helen Pool

Name
Ashley Middlewick

Name
Sam Whalley

Isle of Wight Challenge (52k)
Pos

Name

40.09 3rd lady, 1st F50

3=

Sian James

6:21.35 1st lady

178

Tony Demetriou

46.53

3=

Simon Denton

6:21.35

200

Bithja Jones

47.56

210

Kevin Jones

48.15

Reading Roadrunners May 2018
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222

Joe Blair

48.35

514

Lauren Prior

59.11

226

Dave Brown

48.41

531

Tina Woffington

1:00.17

230

Sarah Alsford

48.53

532

Angelique Haswell

1:00.51

234

Julie Rainbow

48.29

556

Louise Atkinson

1:01.00

251

Sahan Jinadasa

50.08

567

Bob Thomas

1:01.25

254

Chris Manton

50.14

576

Andrew Bennett

1:02.11

266

Michael Howard

50.30

577

Simon Hunt

1:01.52

284

David Power

50.58

591

Sara Lopez

1:03.07

285

Peter Reilly

50.37

593

Kevin Strong

1:02.49

299

David Gillard

51.45

614

Chloe Lloyd

1:03.52

320

Sarah Bate

52.34

639

John Bailey

1:05.04

321

Moira Allen

52.26 PB

640

Liz Fletcher

1:05.07

329

Sarah Harford

51.55

643

Elizabeth Johnson

1:05.41

343

Angela Burley

53.01

644

Helen Dixon

1:05.21

347

Nicola Spillane

53.18

645

Sarah Richmond-De’voy

1:05.22

350

Kevin Bilsby

53.37 PB

661

Liz Stevens

1:06.45

356

Lee Hinton

53.39

674

Liz Atkinson

1:07.42

357

Liz Ganpatsingh

53.40

675

Maureen Sweeney

1:07.49

371

Andy Atkinson

54.32

679

Margot Bishop

1:08.19

408

Saba Reeves

56.16

707

Suzanne Bate

1:10.19

418

Renjith Kumar

56.58

723

Divya Samani

1:12.01

419

Paul Milnes

56.22

727

Lorraine Bailey

1:12.53

424

Peter Godfrey

56.24

728

Sarah Walters

1:12.53

425

David Ferris

56.27

743

Alice Kerr

1:14.11

426

Andrea Bennett

57.06

744

Emma Grenside

1:14.12

446

June Bilsby

57.14

748

Andrew Few

1:15.40

454

Katie Ward

58.08

752

Candis Holmes

1:16.23

463

Laura Batten

57.51

753

Shirley Holmes

1:16.27

470

Fiona Ross

58.04

768

Alison Few

1:19.25

496

Thanga Satheeskumar

59.05

503

Sarah Hicks

59.20

Chalgrove 10k

506

Ben Marchant

1:00.07

Pos

511

Sian Dellar

1:00.00

26
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Chip
41.57
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27

Nick Adley

23.46

31

Pete Morris

24.13

Chip

35

Will Guest

24.32

Milton Keynes Marathon
Pos

Name

May 2018

261

Loretta Briggs

3:49.12

38

Catherine Leather

24.55

437

Jamie Smith

4:04.34

54

Alice Carpenter

26.54

716

Nicole Rickett

4:24.48

69

Charley Caswell

28.20

862

Darell Robins

4:34.49

70

Fiona Blennerhassett

28.15

1371

Dave Wood

5:09.47

71

Adele Graham

28.23

1769

Dan Rickett

5:48.33

100

Kathy Vickers

30.35

128

Suzanne Bate

33.23

160

Gill Manton

37.24

Chip

168

Jenny Mulhearn

39.27

169

Jenny Oakley

39.33

Milton Keynes Half Marathon
Pos

Name

1278

Peter Rennie

2:12.25

1601

Hilary Rennie

2:19.01

1806

Jennifer Holmes

2:24.07

Dinton Summer Series 10k

1851

Ian McGuinness

2:25.15

Pos

1856

Amanda Rosser

2:25.23

1

Keith Russell

35.53

2947

Patricia Arnold

3:01.33

5

David McCoy (Sr)

38.41

11

Richard Hallam-Baker

40.35

Gutenberg Marathon (Mainz, Germany)

12

Stuart Bradburn

40.56

Pos

14

Gavin Rennie

41.19
42.08

Name

Chip

Name

Chip

35 (F)

Caroline Jackson

3:56.60

17

Ian Giggs

309 (M)

Paul Monaghan

3:58.48

18

Erica Key

495 (M)

Martin Bush

4:29.52

19

Stuart Jones

42.31

629 (M)

Pete Morris

5:11.41

21

Gary Tuttle

42.46

28

Richard Charley

43.29

May 10th

30

Robert Cannings

43.58

Dinton Summer Series 5k

33

David Caswell

44.59

Pos

46

Marie-Louise Kertzman 47.23

Name

Chip

42.17 (1st V40, 2nd lady)

6

Andy Blenkinsop

19.10

53

Matthew Brown

48.50

10

Ed Dodwell

20.19 (1st MV60)

72

Tracey Hicks

51.13

16

Chris Barkus

21.15 PB

103

Dave Wood

55.06

25

Sally Carpenter

23.30

122

Elizabeth Johnson

56.43

Reading Roadrunners May 2018
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143

Katie Gash

182

Cecilia Csemiczky

May 2018
144

Simon Denton

34.55 PB

160

Vince Williams

35.37 PB

184

Nigel Hoult

36.37

May 12th

186

Julie Rainbow

36.29 PB

Transvulcania Ultra Marathon (74k)

188

Lesley While

36.38

La Palma

189

David Dibben

36.45

Chip

208

Joe Blair

36.59

10:59.31

214

David Walkley

37.23 PB

229

Susan Knight

37.49 PB

May 13th

231

Sahan Jinadasa

37.47

Marlow 5

256

Kevin Jones

38.42

Chip

261

Peter Rennie

38.43 PB

Pos

Name

209

Pos

59.15

Ashley Middlewick

Name

1:06.56

1

Rob Corney

25.42 PB

263

Fleur Denton

38.14

5

Ben Paviour

27.10 1st MV40

292

Stephen Dellow

39.23

8

Stephen Ridley

27.42 PB

301

Tracey Hicks

39.13 PB

22

Ben Whalley

29.19

304

Sam Whalley

39.26 PB

42

Pete Jewell

30.43 PB

353

Paloma Crayford

39.54 PB

44

Fergal Donnelly

30.53 PB

360

Elizabeth Gatspansingh 40.03 PB

45

Alex Harris

30.57

392

Andy Atkinson

41.25

55

Ian Giggs

31.36

403

Katie Ward

41.38

61

Stuart Bradburn

31.58

430

Tracy Jenkins

41.37

62

Gemma Buley

32.07 PB

467

Jim Kiddie

42.37

66

Katherine Sargeant

32.15 1st FV40 PB

518

Hilary Rennie

43.29 PB

67

Ed Dodwell

32.23 1st MV60

556

Adele Graham

44.27

72

Paul Kerr

32.31

557

Fiona Ross

44.23

79

Alan Freer

32.43 2nd MV60

645

Jo Rippingale

46.18

90

Tony Page

33.01

674

Bob Thomas

46.08

94

Helen Pool

33.13 2nd FV40 PB

675

Kim Stevens

46.41

105

Brian Kirsopp

33.38

692

Heather Bowley

46.41

110

Stewart Wing

33.36 PB

719

Andrea Marnoch

47.07

118

Chris Buley

34.10

749

John Bowley

48.06

129

Stuart Jones

34.36

750

Alison Wrigley

47.53

130

David Caswell

34.32

757

Paul Smith

48.07
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788

Helen Dixon

48.48 PB

258

Dave Brown

1:49.46

839

Liz Atkinson

50.19

291

Hannah Oatley

1:52.25 PB

860

Julie Bagley

51.13

295

Sarah Bate

1:52.37 PB

869

Cecilia Csemiczky

51.08

413

Lee Hinton

1:59.38

1066

Stephen Wing

1:08.38

414

Holly Towers

1:59.39

945

Simon Hunt

3:02.20

946

Anthony Eastaway

3:02.19

947

Gill Manton

3:02.20

Shakespeare Marathon
Pos

Name

Chip

60

Erica Key

3:25.03

82

Mark Andrew

3:31.19

Henley Trail Half Marathon

120

Justin Simons

3:43.34

Pos

225

Paul Monaghan

4:07.34

53

226

Caroline Jackson

4:07.34

295

Robin Bertrand

4:21.28

Henley 10k

407

Martin Bush

4:48.17

Pos
36

Name
Paul Gell

Name
Diane Hodder

Chip
1:43.19

Chip
58.10

Shakespeare Half Marathon
Pos

Name

Chip

Royal Parks Summer Series 10k

306

Dean Allaway

1:44.23

Pos

714

Pete Morris

1:57.23

9

Copenhagen Marathon
Pos

Name

Name
Paddy Hayes

Chip
40.05

Silchester Fun Run
Chip

Pos

Name

Chip

418

Brooke Johnson

3:10.53

1

David Ferguson

30.49

681

Grant Hopkins

3:20.51

4

Andy Blenkinsop

32.33

2920

Dan Brock

3:57.48

3932

Amandine Joubert

4:11.17 PB

Oxford Town and Gown 10k

4189

Beth Rudd

4:14.49 PB

Pos

-

Simon Davis

4:57.39

108

Bracknell Half Marathon
Pos
170

Name
Sarah Alsford

Name
Michael Hibberd

Chip
38.42 PB

BA Gatwick Half Marathon
Chip

Pos

1:44.52

2004

Reading Roadrunners May 2018

Name
Andy Patrick

Chip
2.35.33
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Marlborough Downs Challenge (33 miles)

Women’s discus

Pos

Chip

Cat

Pos

5:18.26

35

4

Gill Manton

16.46m

50

6

Adele Graham

11.41m

Name

13

Eugene McSorley

Name

Berks Track and Field Championships

Women’s triple jump

Senior men’s 1500m

Cat

Pos

Gun

50

3

4:19.97 PB

Women’s shot

Pos
1

Name
Mark Apsey

Senior women’s 100m
Pos
6

Name
Maria Norville

5

Name
Maria Norville

Adele Graham

Name

Distance
15.62m

Cat

Pos

Gun

35

7

Kerry Eastwood

5.40m

17.43 PB

50

5

Adele Graham

6.18m

60

6

Liz Atkinson

3.06m

Gun

Non-scorer

Gill Manton

6.02m

35.98 PB

Women’s 2000 metres walk

Senior women’s 200m
Pos

Name

Distance

Cat

Pos

May 14th

35

3

Gill Manton

16:12.3

Veterans League Track and Field (Abingdon)

60

2

Liz Atkinson

18:21.1

Women’s 200 metres

Women’s 4 x 400 relay

Cat

Pos

35A

5

35B

Name

Name

Distance

Time

Pos

Kerry Eastwood

38.2

5

6

Helen Grieves

53.1

(Roadrunners: Kerry Eastwood, Sam Whalley,

50

5

Adele Graham

36.7

Helen Pool and Claire Seymour)

60

5

Liz Atkinson

49.2

Men’s 200 metres

Women’s 800 metres
Name

Name

Time

Time

Reading Roadrunners

Name

6:20.5

Cat

Pos

Time

Time

35A

7

David Ferris

34.1

Cat

Pos

35A

6

Sam Whalley

3:22.3

35B

7

Chris Manton

30.2

50

5

Lesley While

3:23.5

50

6

David Fiddes

31.3

60

5

Nigel Hoult

36.5

Women’s 3000 metres
Cat

Pos

Name

Time

Men’s 800 metres

35A

4

Helen Pool

11:43.2 PB

Cat

Pos

35B

3

Claire Seymour

14:08.9

35A

8

David Fiddes

2:38.5

50

2

Lesley While

13.19.0

35B

6

Chris Manton

2:48.6

50

3

Pete Jewell

2:30.0

Reading Roadrunners May 2018
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Time
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Men’s 2000 metres walk
Cat

Pos

60

4

Name
Nigel Hoult

May 2018
92

Elizabeth Stevens

56.59

Time

93

Kerry Eastwood

58.05

16:43.7

96

Cecilia Csemiczky

60.20

Men’s discus
Cat

Pos

60

7

Name
Andy Atkinson

Distance

May 19th

13.54m

Decathlon 5k

Men’s javelin
Cat

Pos

35

6

50

6

Non-scorer

Pos
Name

Name

Gun

Distance

-

David Caswell

20.29

David Ferris

19.36m

-

Charley Caswell

27.53

Andy Atkinson

12.25m

-

Hannah McPhee

40.03

9.82m

-

Emma Caswell

40.04

Time

May 20th

4:55.0

Royal Berkshire 10k

Nigel Hoult

Men’s 4 x 400 relay
Pos

Name

7

Reading Roadrunners

(Roadrunners: David Ferris, Pete Jewell,

Pos

Name

Chip

David Fiddes and Chris Manton)

1

Rob Corney

31.30 PB

Vets League standings after two rounds:

14

Anthony Young

37.11

RR ladies 6th, RR men 7th.

22

Mark Dibben

38.06 PB 2nd MV40

29

Alex Harris

39.14 2nd MV50

May 16th

34

Paul Morrissey

39.37 PB

Woodland 5 Series, Race 1

38

Ben Johnson

39.56 PB

Chip

43

Ellie Gosling (2nd claim) 40.20

Pos

Name

4

Richard Hallam-Baker

34.54

64

David Clay

41.33 PB

7

Richard Usher

35.56

67

Gemma Buley

42.24

8

Gary Tuttle

36.05 PB

69

Stuart Jones

41.53

12

Brian Kirsopp

36.42

72

Paul Billing

42.00

36

Peter Reilly

43.05

77

Chris Buley

42.24

59

Catherine Leather

46.03

88

Ivan Harding

43.12

64

Ben Adams

47.30

120

Loretta Briggs

44.33 PB

67

Jim Kiddie

48.10

130

Vince Williams

44.45 PB

69

Tina Woffington

48.56

133

Ben Whalley (pacer)

44.52

84

Sandy Sheppard

54.15

134

Pawel Kazimierz

45.01

88

Maureen Sweeney

55.39

152

Katherine Foley

45.42

Reading Roadrunners May 2018
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153

David Dibben

45.46 2nd MV60

1178

Julie Bagley

1:06.26

168

Joe Blair

46.22

1276

Alice Jackson

1:08.53

191

Nigel Hoult

47.22

1294

Emma Grenside

1:09.06

200

Brian Fennelly

47.34

1341

Candice Holmes

1:12.26

252

Sally Carpenter

48.40

1342

Margot Bishop

1:12.28

255

Martin Douglas

48.41

1344

Shirley Holmes

1:12.32

265

Claire Woodhouse

49.03

1420

Jenny Mulhearn

1:14.46

289

Saba Reeves

49.12

1421

Juliet Fenwick

1:14.46

292

Joe Akem-Che

49.01

310

Sam Whalley

49.51

Binfield 10k

327

Beth Rudd

50.08 PB

Pos

342

Sarah Bate

50.53 PB

7

348

Angela Burley

50.14

359

Claire Seymour

390

Name

Chip

Steve Siddell

42.01

96

Peter Reilly

48.35

51.08

124

Judith Ritchie

50.09

Sara Lopez

51.15

234

David Legg

54.57

397

Diane Hodder

51.29

241

Cullum Ross

55.10

407

Jess Johnson

51.54 PB

374

Grant Hopkins

59.58

454

Kevin Bilsby

52.44

455

Cecilia Csemiczky

1:05.02

494

Zoe Browne

54.14

491

Sarah Waters

1:08.00

517

Neil Carpenter

54.04

493

Kevin Strong

1:08.01

561

Catherine Bruce

55.46

589

Gill Manton

1:21.35

588

Nikki Gray

55.33

589

Victoria Glancy

55.33

Hook 10

606

June Bilsby

55.49

Pos

627

Sarah Richmond-De’voy 56.06 PB

629

Jennifer Holmes

56.27

642

Chip

David McCoy (snr)

58.25

14

Andrew Smith

1:04.30

Thanga Satheeskumar 56.36

15

Matthew Morgan

1:05.04

751

Alice Carpenter

58.07

33

Katherine Sergeant

1:08.58 2nd FV40

770

Bob Thomas

58.56

38

Alan Freer

1:09.29 1st MV60

784

Andrew Bennett

59.13

48

Paul Kerr

1:11.36

935

James Meston

1:00.27

51

Brian Kirsopp

1:13.14

988

Zoe de la Pascua

1:02.32

54

David Caswell

1:13.31

1007

Liz Stevens

1:03.15

79

Chris James

1:17.06
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103

Kevin Jones

1:19.03

116

Fleur Denton

1:20.59

132

Tracey Hicks.

1:22.27 PB

179

Catherine Leather

1:28.05

190

Jim Kiddie

1:30.11

231

Maria Norville

1:35.51

247

Heather Bowley

1:38.41

Sutton 10k
Pos

Name

57

Chip

Fergal Donnelly

39.36

Season’s bests
Ladies
5k:

Jane Copland

19.14

5 miles:

Gemma Buley

32.07

10k:

Caroline Hoskins

38.23

10 miles:

Caroline Hoskins

1:03.42

Half marathon:

Caroline Hoskins

1:24.17

20 miles:

Caroline Hoskins

2:14.19

Marathon:

Caroline Hoskins

3:10.28

5k:

Rob Corney

15.23

5 miles:

Rob Corney

25.42

10k:

Rob Corney

31.30

10 miles:

Rob Corney

52.48

Half marathon:

Rob Corney

1:09.20

20 miles:

Seb Briggs

1:56.40

Marathon:

Matt Richards

2:32.39

Men
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Reading Roadrunners Committee Meeting
TUESDAY 01 MAY 2018 - 7:30PM
THE COMMITTEE

•

30 Apr Vets’ League match #1

•

Notable forthcoming events include:

•

07 May Shinfield 10K

Carl Woffington

(Chairman)

Simon Denton

(ex-Officio)

Anne Goodall

(Membership Sec)

Tom Harrison

(ex-Officio)

•

11 May Foot Golf social event

Hannah McPhee

(Social Secretary)

•

13 May Marlow 5 (Champs)

Paul Monaghan

(Social networks/Web)

Roger Pritchard

(ex-Officio)

•

16 May EA Club Run session #3

Nicole Rickett

(Treasurer)

•

18 May “Track Night”: timed 5K

Bob Thomas

(General Secretary)

•

20 May Hook 10 (Champs)

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE

•

30 May London 10K (Team entries and marshalling)

Paul, Simon

•

03 Jun Kintbury 5 (Champs)

MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING

•

09 Jun Dorney 10K (Champs)

The minutes of the previous meeting were proposed
as a true record by Anne, seconded by Roger.

TREASURER’S REPORT

MATTERS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES OF THE
PREVIOUS MEETING
Document repository. Paul is still to set up a Dropbox
account to provide a document repository for Club
documents and templates.
Emergency procedures & review of the track
incident in January. Carl has concluded his interviews
with members and stadium staff who became involved
in the tragic incident at the track in January and has
commenced drafting his report. Once that is complete
he will review what additional measures need to be put
in place to counter any issues revealed by the report,
focusing on ensuring that the Club’s emergency
procedures are aligned with those defined by the
stadium.
An immediate issue noted is that many members do
not know that the muster point in the event of needing
to evacuate the stadium is the statue next to the car
park.
Carl expects to have completed his report by end-May.
CHAIRMAN’S REPORT
Events Carl recounted some of the events in which the
Club has been involved recently, including:
•

22 Apr London Marathon (66 marshals and 61
finishers)

•

28 Apr Hurstbourne 5 (Champs)

•

28 Apr Spring Do & XC Champs trophy
presentation
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Nicole reported having made some progress with
NatWest in gaining online access to the Club bank
accounts in that she can now view statements online.
Nicole still does not have the means of initiating BACS
transactions but hopes that this will be provided
shortly. Nicole first engaged with NatWest regarding
the transfer from Sandy in Dec17, underlining the
bank’s disgraceful customer services performance.
GENERAL SECRETARY’S REPORT
Stadium parking. Bob attended a meeting with
Reading Council on 16Apr18, representing the Club in
regard to the council’s intention to introduce parking
charges at Palmer Park and at its other Sports & Leisure
facilities.
Nothing is yet decided regarding the level of charges
or the technology that will be used, though the council
stressed that the focus is to dissuade “illicit” parking
rather than to create a revenue stream from genuine
stadium users.
The next steps are for the council to initiate “targeted
consultation” to conclude in time to inform the
September meeting of the Transport Subcommittee,
which is expected to lead to approval in November
and implementation in early 2019.
MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY’S REPORT
Anne reported the addition of seven new members
during April.
SOCIAL SECRETARY’S REPORT
Spring Do. The Spring Do took place on 28Apr18 and
was a success. Hannah particularly wishes to thank
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Fiona Ross, Helen Dixon and Sarah Walters for their
invaluable assistance. The raffle raised £102 for the
charity account.
Foot Golf. There will be a Foot Golf social event in
Wokingham on 11May.
2019 Dinner Dance. Subject to Hannah securing the
venue, the 2019 Dinner Dance will be held on 2Mar19
at Sonning Golf Club.
COACHING REPORT
Nothing to report.
ANY OTHER BUSINESS
Inconsiderate parking. Concerns have been raised
regarding the risks posed by inconsiderate parking,
especially in regard to access by emergency vehicles.
Bob took an action to engage with the stadium
manager to request a No Parking sign to be
prominently displayed on the gateway into the track
area and to ask him to consider what can be done in
general to ease the congestion in the car park: e.g.
open access to the grass at peak times.

May 2018
Chairman, Carl:
chairman@readingroadrunners.org
Membership Secretary, Anne:
membership@readingroadrunners.org
Secretary, Bob:
gensec@readingroadrunners.org
Treasurer, Nicole:
treasurer@readingroadrunners.org
Social Secretary, Hannah:
socialsec@readingroadrunners.org
Coaching, Simon:
coach@readingroadrunners.org
Team Captains, Sam & Phil:
teamcaptains@readingroadrunners.org

Performance recognition. The Committee has been
asked to consider a suggestion that the Club should
recognise outstanding athletic achievement in some
tangible way. This was rejected by a split vote based
on a view that doing so would be in breach of the nondiscrimination clause in the Club Constitution.
Implications of race cancellation. Roger noted that a
recent BARR (British Association of Road Races)
advisory reports a legal judgement ruling
unenforceable the ubiquitous disclaimer in race entry
forms that no refunds will be made in the event of race
cancellation. BARR accepts this finding.
It remains to be seen how race organisers will react to
this additional financial risk.
Storeroom. It was agreed that the Club would
purchase more racking for the storeroom at Palmer
Park (£150).
DOOR ROTA
02May18
09May18
16May18
23May18
30May18
06Jun18

Anne, Jane
Anne, Janice
Anne, Shirley
Anne, Janice
Anne, Shirley
Anne, Christina

DONM: 5Jun18
Main Club contact points:
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Escape Rooms
Date: Saturday 23rd June
Cost: £18 per person

Time: 7:15pm
There are two Escape Rooms booked at different venues:
Library: 92B Audley Street, Reading, RG301BS
The Vampire Slayers: Queens Walk Unit5, Reading, RG17QF
Library: You have been exploring the beautiful city of Reading when you find the
entrance of a secret library. Your curiosity has taken you inside where you realise
you can only get out if you solve the mystery of the library in 60 minutes.

The Vampire Slayers: Legend states that
the Vampire Lord and his clan awakes
every thousand years to appease their
thirst for blood. Can you vanquish his heart in 60 minutes to save humanity.
The very popular Escape rooms will entertain you and keep your guessing.
Have you got what it takes to work as a team to crack the codes and solve the
puzzles?

See Hannah McPhee for tickets, socialsec@readingroadrunners.org
Payment by cash, card, cheque

Reading Dragon Boat Festival
Date: Sunday 19th August 2018

Have you got what it takes to “Race the Dragon” and be crowned
champions of the Reading Dragon Boat Festival 2018?
Location: Wokingham Centre, Thames Valley Park, RG6 1PQ
Start time: 9-9:15am (TBC closer to the time)
Finish time: Around 4pm
Cost: £26 per person
You will be racing other teams in a 12m Dragon Boat. If you get
through to the Grand Final, you can compete to become Reading
Dragon Boat Champions.
No experience necessary and a festival not to be missed
Games and refreshments landside. Bring the family and make a day of it.
Free parking available
If you are interested in this then please see Hannah McPhee or email
me socialsec@readingroadrunners.org
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